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 Date 
Received Person Comment (may be paraphrased or summarized) Final Response

5/2/2014
Lance Hatten      
Jean Lafitte NHPP The NPS supports the location of mitigation for general flood side fresh marsh impacts within the Park as described in the draft section 2.5.5.2. Acknowledged.

5/2/2014
Lance Hatten      
Jean Lafitte NHPP

PIER defines impacts to Park resources in a different way than were agreed to in the past.  Because of this change, mitigation for these impacts to former exchanged lands would 
be shifted from inside the park to outside the park.  This is described in Section 2.5, page 2-9 and Appendix E of the PIER.  The NPS does not agree or support these potential 
changes in the TSMPA. Acknowledged.  CEMVN has not changed its position on Park impacts.

5/2/2014
Lance Hatten      
Jean Lafitte NHPP

Rather than provide additional comments on the Park/404c sections and the respective appendices within the PIER at this time, the NPS proposes to address these issues in the 
Park/404c TIER.  The NPS looks forward to working with the USACE and EPA in the development of this TIER in order to find the best solution to these complicated circumstances. CEMVN appreciates the preliminary feedback and will continue to coordinate closely with NPS as these projects undergo advanced design and further NEPA compliance.

5/2/2014

David T. Palmer, 
Chitimacha Tribe 
of Louisiana

Although given the terms of the PA not likely to become an issue, the language about the remote sensing for potential submerged cultural resources in the borrow area seemed 
ambiguous to me as to whether this surveying was planned or not. Is it planned? Is there any data and modeling available to predict the likelihood of submerged sites within the 
borrow area?

CEMVN will be evaluating the potential impacts/adverse effects of each of the proposed mitigation projects as they are identified and that the potential impacts/adverse effects of each proposed mitigation 
project will be addressed in a Tiered IER (TIER), just as with the proposed mitigation projects for PIER 36 (LPV HSDRRS).  Section 106 consultation will continue pursuant to the stipulations of the Programmatic 
Agreement executed on June 18, 2013.  

The CEMVN will notify the Chitimacha Tribe of Louisiana of its intent to prepare tiered Individual Environmental Reports (TIERs) evaluating the proposed mitigation projects, and upon completion of the 
cultural resource investigation for each project, CEMVN will provide documentation of the Section 106 finding, including a copy of the cultural resource report, for the tribe's review and comment.  A search 
for existing data in the vicinity of the borrow areas would occur during completion of the TIER to determine the need for any additional surveys.  CEMVN will work with the SPHO's office to determine the 
likelihood of submerged sites and develop a survey strategy.

5/5/2014

Lindsey Bilyeu, 
Choctaw Nation of 
Oklahoma 

The Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma thanks the US Army Corps of Engineers, New Orleans District, for the correspondence regarding the above referenced project.  There is the 
possibility of encountering Choctaw sites in the project area.  We recently have become aware of Choctaw village sites in Louisiana, once of which is approximately 4 to 5 miles 
away from the project area in Jefferson Parish .  While this wouldn’t be in the direct APE, it is still important to note its presence and the possibility of encountering artifacts related 
to the Tribe.  Due to the number of sites present in the project area, and the high possibility of encountering unrecorded sites, Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma strongly recommends 
that the project area and borrow sources be surveyed prior to project activities.  We ask that these surveys be sent to our office once available.  If you have any questions, please 
contact our office at 580-924-8280 ext. 2631. 

The CEMVN will continue consultation with the Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma pursuant to the stipulations of the Programmatic Agreement executed on June 18, 2013.
 
The CEMVN will notify the Choctaw Nation of its intent to prepare tiered Individual Environmental Reports (TIERs) evaluating the proposed mitigation projects, and upon completion of the cultural resource 
investigation for each project, CEMVN will provide documentation of the Section 106 finding, including a copy of the cultural resource report, for the tribe's review and comment.

5/5/2014
Virginia M Fay 
NMFS

The NMFS acknowledges the WBV flood protection features impacted forested wetlands and fresh marsh which were either non-tidal or had limited tidal function.  However, some 
of the proposed mitigation would convert tidal waters designated as essential fish habitat to non-tidal habitat.  Therefore, continued coordination with NMFS is appreciated.

CEMVN appreciates the preliminary and early feedback provided on the HSDRRS marsh mitigation projects and will continue to coordinate closely with NMFS as these projects undergo advanced design and 
further NEPA compliance.

5/5/2014
Virginia M Fay 
NMFS

The NMFS encourages the U.S. Corps of Engineers (USACE) to immediately progress to mitigation construction.  The intent to implement mitigation concurrent with construction of 
the levees, floodgates, and pump stations has been exceeded for 60% of the WBV features.

CEMVN appreciates the preliminary and early feedback provided on the HSDRRS marsh mitigation projects and will continue to coordinate closely with NMFS as these projects undergo advanced design and 
further NEPA compliance.

5/5/2014
Virginia M Fay 
NMFS

NMFS is concerned mitigation for non-Federal land may experience implementation delays due to USACE's desire for fee ownership of mitigation lands.  The USACE is urged to 
consider pursuit of non-standard real estate agreements by seeking perpetual conservation servitudes in lieu of fee simple acquisition.

CEMVN appreciates the preliminary and early feedback provided on the HSDRRS marsh mitigation projects and will continue to coordinate closely with NMFS as these projects undergo advanced design and 
further NEPA compliance.  USACE Engineer Regulation 405-1-12, paragraph 12-9, requires acquisition of fee title for fish and wildlife mitigation lands.  The regulation sometimes allows for a lesser interest to 
be acquired but only if justified based on project-specific circumstances.  However, any lesser interest is likely to require a non-standard estate that would have to be approved by Headquarters USACE.  
Discussions with Mississippi Valley Division staff for other projects indicate that it is highly unlikely that such approval would be granted.  From a practical standpoint, acquisition of mitigation lands in fee is 
necessary to avoid conflicts with the landowner about access to or usage of the property and to ensure perpetual protection of the newly created or enhanced habitats.

5/5/2014
Virginia M Fay 
NMFS

The final scaling of mitigation should be accomplished while preparing tiered Individual Environmental Reports (TIER).  Final scaling is encouraged to be accomplished through 
interagency coordination to determine benefits based on advanced design details.  For marsh mitigation, this generally would involve conducting Wetland Value Assessments 
(WVA) at both the 35% and 95% Design Documentation Report (DDR) stages for final sizing used for the 100% design.  Please note tidal water areas which will be converted to non-
tidal forested habitat as mitigation must be assessed under the future-without project scenario using the WVA marsh model to determine the loss of fisheries functions.  Those 
losses must be offset with acceptable mitigation (e.g. marsh creation).  If the USACE's schedule is limiting, NMFS is willing to explore means to conservatively size and construct 
mitigation and reconcile any potential surplus as a tier to the Cumulative Environmental Document.

CEMVN appreciates the preliminary and early feedback provided on the HSDRRS marsh mitigation projects and will continue to coordinate closely with NMFS as these projects undergo advanced design and 
further NEPA compliance.

5/5/2014
Virginia M Fay 
NMFS

Elevation as an indicator of hydro period is of paramount importance to assess success of tidal marsh mitigation.  Please note that an adequate density of elevation data is 
necessary to assess the percentage of the mitigation areas meeting the elevation success criteria.  Use of LIDAR should not be at the exclusion of conventional elevation survey 
data if an alternative or check is necessary to meet timing or quality control/quality assurance needs of mitigation performance monitoring

CEMVN appreciates the preliminary and early feedback provided on the HSDRRS marsh mitigation projects and will continue to coordinate closely with NMFS as these projects undergo advanced design and 
further NEPA compliance.

5/5/2014
Virginia M Fay 
NMFS

NMFS has coordinated often with the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers (USACE) on potential impacts to water quality associated with borrow pits in open water (e.g. Lakes 
Cataouatche and Salvador). As the literature suggests, potential environmental impacts from open water borrow pits vary by location and estuary.  The USACE is encouraged to 
include water quality monitoring in supplemental and final PIERs to assess if hypoxia develops. Such monitoring would help with the development of potential contingency 
measures for future designs if not also for corrective action. The USACE's monitoring of water quality for Individual Environmental Report 11 and the Mississippi River-Gulf Outlet 
Ecosystem Restoration Study was helpful in this regard. It is suggested scopes of work similar to those be included and repeated annually for three years. NMFS is willing to assist 
the US ACE in further scoping a monitoring plan to assess impacts to water quality

CEMVN appreciates the preliminary and early feedback provided on the HSDRRS marsh mitigation projects and will continue to coordinate closely with NMFS as these projects undergo advanced design and 
further NEPA compliance.

5/5/2014
Virginia M Fay 
NMFS

The PIER should be revised to include not only the detail and recommendations identified in the February 2014 draft Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act Report, but also comments 
provided by NMFS on that Report by letter dated April 10,2014. Recommendations in the Final CAR have been modified as per NMFS 10 April 2014 letter and will be responded to by CEMVN in the final PIER.

5/5/2014
Virginia M Fay 
NMFS It should be noted EFH has not been designated for gulf stone crab or pink shrimp in the project area.  Therefore, NMFS recommends those species be deleted from the PIER. Concur

5/5/2014
Virginia M Fay 
NMFS The USACE should comply with the recommendations identified in the draft February, 2014, Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act and comments by NMFS letter dated April 10, 2014.

The final CAR for PIER 37 (May 27, 2014) incorporates NMFS April 10, 2014 comments on the draft CAR.  Responses to the recommendations in the final CAR have been incorporated into the final PIER in 
section 8.2.

5/5/2014
Virginia M Fay 
NMFS

Loss of open water designated as EFH should be assessed in the quantification of mitigation needs.  Acceptable mitigation (e.g. marsh creation) for loss of open water habitat 
should be developed through coordination with NMFS. Concur

5/5/2014
Virginia M Fay 
NMFS

Mitigation for marsh impacts should be rescaled based on revised impact analyses to be conducted on advanced and final designs (i.e., 35%, 95% 100% Design Decision Reports). If 
the amount of mitigation increases, the amount of funds should be adjusted accordingly and represented in the financial assurances. Mitigation quantities will be based on actual impacts as reflected in as-built drawings. The Corps will mitigate for all unavoidable impacts and has budgeted sufficient funds for the effort.

5/5/2014
Virginia M Fay 
NMFS The specific dollar amount and mechanism for financial assurances should be identified.

The WBV Project Partnership Agreement between the CPRA of Louisiana and the Federal Government provides the required financial assurances for this mitigation project.  In the event that the non-Federal 
sponsor fails to perform, the CEMVN has the right to complete, operate, maintain, repair, rehabilitate or replace any project feature, including mitigation features, but such action would not relieve CPRA of is 
responsibility to meet its obligations and would not preclude the US from pursuing any remedy at law or equity to ensure CPRA's performance.

5/5/2014
Virginia M Fay 
NMFS Adaptive management or contingency plans should be developed and included to reconcile mitigation shortfalls from overfilling or under filling marsh creation mitigation sites. Concur

5/5/2014
Kyle Graham   
CPRA

The district engineer shall require, to the extent appropriate and practicable, additional compensatory mitigation to offset temporal losses of aquatic functions that will result from 
the permitted activity. Concur

5/5/2014
Kyle Graham   
CPRA Delays in the implementation of compensatory mitigation substantially increases the State's share of the cost.

CEMVN disagrees.  The impacts from the HSDRRS work were assessed a 57 year period of analysis assuming it would take 7 years from the time the impacts occurred to implement the mitigation.  Mitigation 
projects were anticipated at that time to be on the ground in 2013.  Current schedule has these projects on the ground in 2016.  Increasing the period of analysis from 57 years to 60 years to capture the 
additional 3 years of temporal loss would have little effect on the output of the model, minimally increasing the AAHUs required to be offset.  Additionally, applying the NFS's cost share to this increased 
mitigation requirement would result in an extremely small increase in cost to the NFS for implementing the mitigation projects.

5/5/2014
Kyle Graham   
CPRA

The methodology used in the determination of WBV wetland impacts is unclear to CPRA. We are aware that USFWS used the WVA method to determine wetland impacts…were 
the wetland impacts solely determined using aerial photography of was an on-the-ground impact assessment used?

All impacts presented in the IERs were assessed using data obtained from field investigations conducted within the footprints stated in the IERs.  The footprints in the IERs were based on 35% engineering 
design.  For the mitigation PIERs, the footprint of the HSDRRS work was refined based on the 95-100% plans that were back checked by aerial photography and verified by the project’s PM.  The field data 
obtained during completion of the IERs was sufficient for the re-running of WVAs based on the revised footprints.  Please note that impacts as stated in the IERs were significantly reduced upon review of the 
95-100% plans.  Please also reference section 1.4.3.4 in the WBV HSDRRS Mitigation PIER 37.

5/5/2014
Kyle Graham   
CPRA There are discrepancies in calculations in Tables 1-3 and 2-4.

As stated in section 1.4.4 in PIER 37, impacts from WBV original construction (as found in EA 437 and 439) are also being mitigated along with the HSDRRS impacts.  Please see table 1-4 in that section that 
presents the additional 125 AAHUs being mitigated along with the impacts found in table 1-3.

5/5/2014
Kyle Graham   
CPRA

CPRA requests a full explanation of wetland impact calculations accompanied by maps showing impact to protected side and flood side habitat types by reach with a clear 
demarcation of fully federal vs. cost-shared compensatory wetland mitigation responsibilities by reach.

Mitigation is being carried out for all of the cumulative unavoidable impacts for incurred during the construction of the ach the LPV and WBV projects as a whole.  We fund allocate the overall cost of 
mitigation by habitat type based upon the funding source cost-share of the construction of the feature that caused the impacts, but do not otherwise associate the specific portions of mitigation projects with 
specific construction contracts.  No such association is needed for the fulfillment of mitigation responsibilities for the cumulative construction impacts of the projects.  We have attached a tabulation of the 
acres and associated AAHUs by habitat type and the funding source(s) used to construct each contract in the LPV/WBV projects. We have also attached enclosed a tabular accounting of the AAHUs by habitat 
type and the funding sources budgeted for each environmental mitigation project. 



 Date 
Received Person Comment (may be paraphrased or summarized) Final Response

5/5/2014
Kyle Graham   
CPRA

USACE has not met the commitments made in letter to Governor Jindal dated March 19, 2010…the project included in the TSP are neither large-scale or within areas identified in 
the State Master Plan.

The March 19, 2010 letter from Assistant Secretary of the Army (ASA), Jo Ellen Darcy, to Governor Jindal states, “Moreover, the Corps will develop HSDRRS mitigation plans in those high priority areas that also 
are identified within the state master plan, specifically the West Bank and Lake Pontchartrain areas.”  Since the recommended plan for the WBV HSDRRS mitigation is in the West Bank area as specified in the 
March 19, 2010 letter, the projects in the TSMPA are consistent with the ASA’s direction.  In addition, since all of the WBV HSDRRS mitigation projects were required to meet 100% of the mitigation 
requirement, we have produced large scale projects that will provide greater ecological benefit within the basin.

5/5/2014
Kyle Graham   
CPRA

The USACE evaluated two project alternatives put forward by the State that coincide with the 2012 coastal Master Plan.  They were screened out based on high costs …the basis for 
this analysis of costs is not clear, as CPRA has not been allowed to review the cost estimates developed by USACE.

The two marsh project alternatives (Naomi Alternative 1 and Naomi Alternative 2) were screened out for a variety of reasons - including increased costs. 

In comparison to the Fresh Marsh TSP at Jean Lafitte, both alternatives: 
 - required more acreage since the Naomi Alternatives had a lower mitigation potential than the TSP Project
 - required more borrow material since water depths at the Naomi sites were deeper than those found at TSP site 
 - were intermediate marsh projects which required planting of native vegetation to ensure success of the project (same for all HSDRRS Mitigation intermediate marsh projects)
 - would have greater real estate costs (and potentially require condemnation) since most of the land at the proposed Naomi sites were privately owned

Due to the above reasons, Naomi Alternative 1 was twice as expensive as the Fresh Marsh TSP. In addition to the above, Naomi Alternative 2 required construction of a foreshore rock dike which caused this 
alternative to be five times as expensive as the Fresh Marsh TSP. The State of Louisiana declined to pay for the additional costs associated with this Locally Preferred Plan.

5/5/2014
Kyle Graham   
CPRA

The State also put forward an alternative project identified in the 2012 Coastal Master Plan that would create brackish marsh as mitigation.  USACE indicated that this alternative 
would require demonstration that in-kind mitigation of swamp habitat is not possible or that WRDA 2007 Section 2036(a) must be changed by Congress.  It is not clear  where in 
WRDA 2007 it is stated that swamp impacts must be mitigated in-kind.  The projects identified in the TSP utilize less established restoration techniques and such have a higher risk 
of failure.

From the 31 August 2009 Implementation Guidance 2036(a) for the Water Resources Development Act of 2007-Mitigation for Fish and Wildlife and Wetland losses: "Section 2036(a) of the Water Resources 
Development Act of 2007 amends Section 906(d) of the WRDA of 1986 (U.S.C. 2283 (d)) to: b. ensure other habitat types are mitigated to not less than in-kind conditions to the extent possible".  CEMVN 
disagrees as the conversion of agricultural fields is a common practice in the mitigation banking industry as well as the creation of marsh from open water.

5/5/2014
Kyle Graham   
CPRA

Given the high rates of subsidence and land loss we are facing along our coast, CPRA does not agree with reducing the elevation of land for the purposes of restoration or 
mitigation. Comment noted.

5/5/2014
Kyle Graham   
CPRA

...guidelines call for maintaining exotic species below 5% of total cover; this requirement will be difficult to attain.  These concerns also apply to O&M, it is unclear what CPRA's 
O&M responsibilities will entail for the various habitat types and how the mitigation success criteria will affect these responsibilities.  The required duration of O&M is also unclear.

WRDA 2007 requires that Corps-constructed mitigation projects comply with the standards and policies of the Corps regulatory program.  The <5% invasive species requirement is 
consistent with the regulatory standards used for mitigation banks.  Specific monitoring plans for the mitigation projects in the TSMPA will be developed during completion of the TIERs. 

5/5/2014
Kyle Graham   
CPRA

CPRA does not concur with the majority of USACE's proposed non-park/non-404© compensatory mitigation plan for WBV wetland impacts.  We do concur with  the purchase of 
credits from a wetland mitigation bank to fulfill compensatory wetland mitigation requirements to protected side BLH-Wet/Dry habitats.  Comment noted.

5/5/2014
Kyle Graham   
CPRA We request a presentation on the HSDRRS WBV compensatory wetland mitigation at the May21, 2014 meeting of the CPRA Board. Do to scheduling conflicts CEMVN personnel were unable to attend this meeting.  CEMVN is currently working with CPRA to schedule a future briefing.

5/8/2014
Jeffrey D Weller 
USFWS

Comments and recommendations provided in our draft Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act Report dated February 21, 2014, still remain valid and are incorporated herein by 
reference. Acknowledged.

5/8/2014
Jeffrey D Weller 
USFWS The Service cannot support any alternative that would rely on bank credit from mitigation banks that are currently not approved by the Interagency Review Team. Acknowledged. Only approved mitigation banks would be eligible to sell credits.

5/8/2014
Jeffrey D Weller 
USFWS

Additional NEPA analysis will investigate design alternatives of the alternative features.  It is important that the Service and other natural resource agencies are involved in the 
analysis of these alternative designs and construction processes and given the opportunity to review and comment on engineering and design reports and plans and specification 
documents.  At that time more detailed Wetland Value Assessments should be conducted by the Service on the proposed mitigation projects, and resizing efforts can be finalized.

Additional NEPA analysis concerning the programmatic elements of the TSMPA will be provided in future TIER(s).   During the course of preparing the TIER(s) and through the associated PED process, proposed 
mitigation design features within a particular Corps-constructed mitigation project will likely be adjusted/modified.  We will coordinate such adjustments and/or modifications with the Interagency Team 
(natural resource agencies), the PDT, and the Non-Federal Sponsor.  Such coordination will include preparing more detailed and/or updated WVAs for the proposed mitigation features; however, these WVAs 
will be generated during the preparation of the TIER(s) rather than during preparation of the final project plans and specifications (P&S), since final P&S cannot be completed until after the TIER(s) is approved.  
The Interagency Team members and the Non-Federal Sponsor will be provided the opportunity to review and comment on the final P&S and associated engineering design reports.

5/8/2014
Jeffrey D Weller 
USFWS

Because of the uncertainty regarding total impacts to the Jean Lafitte National and Historical Park and Preserve (Park) as a result of language in the Omnibus Public Land 
Management Act of 2009, the Service recommends that the Corps delay any final design work and continue to coordinate with the Park staff prior to finalizing mitigation features 
that may be affected by the final determination of on park impacts. Acknowledged.

5/8/2014
Jeffrey D Weller 
USFWS

The Service classifies submerged aquatic vegetation habitat as a Resource Category 2 habitat and, therefore, it should have “in-kind” mitigation.  However, we acknowledge the 
fact that “in-kind” mitigation may be very difficult and somewhat unpredictable compared to marsh mitigation.  Therefore, we would accept “out-of-kind” mitigation, that being 
marsh creation or similar aquatic habitat restoration.  Section 3 should be revised to include a Resource Category 2 description.

The second paragraph on page 10 of Chapter 1 states that all open water impacts would be mitigated as marsh per the open water guidelines found in appendix D.  The open water guidelines have been 
modified to include the Resource Category 2 description.

5/8/2014
Jeffrey D Weller 
USFWS

The Service has worked with the Corps and other natural resource agencies to develop these assumptions and accepts them for use with the LPV and WBV mitigation.  These 
assumptions may be used as a template for future civil works projects; however, for future projects coordination with the natural resource agencies will be necessary to develop 
area and project specific assumptions. Concur.

5/8/2014
Jeffrey D Weller 
USFWS

Appendix L: General Mitigation Guidelines (also present in Appendix H, sub-appendix 3), – Information in this appendix was developed for both the LPV and WBV basins; the 
Service has previously presented comments on this appendix during our review of PIER 36 (located in Appendix J).  The Service incorporates those comments by reference and 
recommends that they be addressed within this PIER.

CEMVN's 3 December 2013 responses to comments made by USFWS in their 25 September 2013 letter are still valid.  For those comments where CEMVN responded that "Site-specific plans will be developed 
for the Programmatic features of the TSMPA (Corps-constructed mitigation projects) as part of the applicable TIER(s), in coordination with the Interagency Team, the PDT, and the Non-Federal Sponsor" 
CEMVN would revisit these comments for potential incorporation into the site specific plans.

5/21/2014 Mr. Block All of the people in this room, all of whom showed up today are against any use of their property. Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Ms. Luft
I live in the middle of what is being proposed as the mitigation area.  My fear, cost of flood insurance when I’m in the middle of a wetland.   My fear, losing my house and property 
when that area floods.  My fears are mosquito control, snakes, alligators. I am concerned about losing my home. Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Ms. Vega

My 12 year old grandchild that lives with me, he lost his mother and he lives with us now, already picked out his lot in the middle of that blue area. This is very unfair.  We searched 
and searched and searched for a piece of property that was in that same flood line, you didn’t have to pay flood insurance.  That was where we felt protected, we was higher. We 
wanted to get on higher ground.  We paid a higher premium price for that tract of land so that we can live out our future there.  I had no plans on moving.  If they do this, my kids 
cannot live in my back yard.  And that means that all of us would have to relocate so that we can live together.  
Who is it that is doing this to us, our state or our federal government, who do you blame this on? Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Ms. Zeringue

How are they taking soil from this area and putting it somewhere else?  I thought that you weren’t supposed to cross soil unless that unit had the exact same soil that unit has that 
you are taking from. When I look at this and she is talking about bottomland hardwood and fresh marsh.   The land that is around there is Coteau, I have never seen bottomland 
hardwood grow on that or in Pistolet.  

Because BLH and swamp habitats exist adjacent to the project area that is currently under agricultural production, the ability of the land to support these habitat types is not presently a concern.  However, 
during completion of the TIER addressing the Lake Boeuf projects, detailed analysis of the existing soil conditions and their ability to support the required habitat types would be preformed.  Project designs 
would include modifying the existing soil as necessary to ensure success of the mitigation project. 

5/21/2014 Ms. Zeringue We cannot keep losing farmland.  The land that we live on is farmland.  It was sugarcane.  We also had hay on it and now its soybean.  Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Ms. Zeringue

If I wanted to have the federal government with my land, I would enroll in WRAP, WRP or GRP, WRP is a Wetland Preserve Program.  You can enroll in the program, you retain the 
ownership of that land or you can have a permanent easement and you get paid for your land, you have the use of your land.  And they do not take away the royalties on that 
property; it stays with your family.  It’s a 30 year easement or a permanent.  Most people go with the 30 year easement.  It’s the same thing with GRP. Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Ms. Zeringue

I want to let all of the farmers know in this audience that if you any of this land that you are looking at you have a contract on it and that life span is not as its being used, you will 
be paying back that money plus ten percent to the government. The economic effect for Lafourche Parish for this project, and it doesn’t even benefit us, is utterly ridiculous to 
even think about it.  mother-in-law and sister-in-law live on this land.  Their income comes from this land.  Who is going to pay for the income that they will lose off of this land?  Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Ms. Zeringue
All of our land will flood if you come in to where they want because they want, like I’m telling you, is the middle of our property.  When your house starts to sink, walls start to 
crack, what do you do? Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Ms. Zeringue The road that they were talking about building over by the railroad track, who is going to maintain that road?  I don’t think that they will.  I don’t want to maintain it. The NFS would maintain the roadway as part of their operations and maintenance responsibilities for the mitigation project.
5/21/2014 Ms. Zeringue If you take the middle of the property, what good is the back of the property for me?  The value has dropped, who is going to buy it?  Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Mr. Babin
Do you realize the trickling effect that this is going to have when you take it from the sugarcane farmers?  Sugar mills are going to have less to grind.  We’re not going to need as 
much diesel fuel, as much fertilizer.  Everybody in this room is going to feel it. Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Mr. Babin
You consider this, we want to keep the land, we want to keep farming the land.  I am sure that there is other places you can find to do this project.  I am not against you doing this 
project, just find somewhere else that is not as important and not as dear and entrusted to the people in this room. Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Mr. Foret Do we really trust what the Corps proposes to do?  And can they do what they say they will do? Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Mr. Foret
If the law that causes this has no paragraphs in it or anything extensive that would allow being in a negative on these mitigation credits to build facilities that will save lives and 
property, then I urge our elected representatives to go back to Washington and change the law.  Comment noted.



 Date 
Received Person Comment (may be paraphrased or summarized) Final Response

5/21/2014 Mr. Foret
Mother Nature, due to some of the previous Corps work, levees, between Mississippi and other projects have caused this area of South Lafourche to lose hundreds of acres.  Many 
of these acres were once high property areas and now they are flooding.  Why can’t that acreage be included as the mitigation? Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Mr. Bourgeois
If I can afford to build my house and I don’t need flood insurance, I don’t think the federal government should be able to tell me a damn thing about how high I need to build my 
house.  Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Mr. Toups
I’m going to call a special meeting to the Council and get a Resolution from all of our elected officials and ask all of you all to back off. Why this area was picked, I don’t know.  I 
don’t know why you all picked here. Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Ms. Randolph Today at the Coastal Protection Restoration Authority meeting in Baton Rouge they passed a resolution against this action, the State did. Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Ms. Randolph
If we would shore up Bayou Boeuf with the coastal protection there rather than taking land away and we could build some land around the areas that were threatened during that 
last storm which is in the same water shift.  Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Mr. Fields
Next time that you all propose something like this, make sure that you inform the people, the landowners, so that they can explore what you all are asking for, what you all want to 
do, because these people were not informed.  They were not informed and that is very poor on your part Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Unidentified

The first time when the Corps came out, supposedly the Corps was to come in on our land and look for artifacts and you would save artifacts.  When you all mentioned oil 
somewhere in all of these documents you mentioned some people were in favor of it.  People were in favor of wanting to save a few of those artifacts and clay, not doing this 
project on our land. Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Ms. Klingman If this project could possibly lead to private property being appropriated for wetland mitigation.  I object vehemently and I think I would speak for everyone in this room. Comment noted.
5/21/2014 Mr. Carlton Nobody is above these people (the Corps), nobody, but the army.  if they (The Corps) want your land, they are going to take it. Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Mr. Richard We can’t get a permit to put in a cell tower in Kramer because you guys won’t give us a permit for six years in these wetlands.  And you’re taking land away, I just don’t buy it.  Comment noted.
5/21/2014 Ms. Bier There has to be property somewhere else where you can do what you have planned for this Lake Boeuf area that will not have any residents in the project area. Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Ms. Bier
What is going to happen to the people’s property when water comes back from Lake Boeuf if you have a storm surge of some sort or a storm is pushing water in, it’s going to keep 
coming. Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Mr. Robichaux
You are going to take it from our land that is constantly sinking and our land is even going to go quicker because you just took our good dirt.  I’m not going to do it, we will not do 
it. Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Mr. Caballero
Lafourche Parish does not have a lot of land; we are on an alluvial bank that we built over a period of hundreds of years.  To go and excavate that and take it out, we will lose farm 
land permanently.  There will be no restoration.  Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Mr. Peltier

There is a priority that the mitigation project should be as close to the area damaged as possible.  That area of damage is 40 or 50 miles away from here.  You can’t tell me that 
there is nothing in between that could be used.  Those areas are all having tremendous erosion problems because of the levee system surrounding New Orleans.  And this is all 
about protecting New Orleans. You’ve got those marshlands, those hardwood areas, those swamps should be rebuilt in that area, in Orleans, Jefferson and Plaquemines, not in 
Lafourche Parish. Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Mr. Foret
Why can’t you people decide to go to the canal that runs from Thibodaux all the way down to Raceland from Highway 90 and drain that, fix that, dig that out so that the water can 
move away from here? Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Mr Richard
What is going to happen, once you all do mitigation, you cannot do any more digging, so what happens to all of our drainage water?  We have a seven foot drop to LA 308 all of the 
way through the area, what happens to our water. Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Mr. Tommy
Everyone in this room has been blindsided and they are against it, no matter what you tell us.  So your next step is to make sure that we are informed. I'm not going to vote against 
it or for it if I don’t have enough information on it. Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Mr. Templett Who is going to make the decision to expropriate this land?
The exercising of eminent domain (in Federal terms, condemnation) is a Corps corporate decision.  The Assistant Secretary of the Army ultimately makes the final decision to proceed with condemnation upon 
execution of the legal document to refer the action to the Department of Justice for filing.

5/21/2014 Ms. Chaisson

Why do u want to take land from people to build a swamp. really, so yall gonna make people sale the land that they had for years to build a swamp, and why Raceland. u will be 
taking away peoples way of life, like fishing, crabbing, shrimping for a living. people that bring in our seafoods, or people who hunt. Did yall stop and think about the peoples 
homes that will flood because of this project. why don't yall build the swamp other places, what will happen yall will take this land from people, who want their lands to put down 
fresh veggies or make a beautiful flower garden, yall worried about New Orleans flooding, how about people in Raceland Louisiana , they could flood, I am sorry but I have to give 
my voice in saying no to this, find some other place, if yall dig in peoples lands think about u creating a sink hole, think about it, you u want people taking things from u that u had 
for all of your life. Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Ms. Parker

It is too late to sell and no offer of compensation has been offered !  This project does not benefit the people of this area.  Go somewhere else!!!!!  My property is not directly part 
of the Pier 37 mitigation.  However, because of it, my home of 36 years, will be surrounded by water on three sides, (across the street, behind it, and less than 1/4 mile to the end 
of the street. (Peltier Dr.)  There is no doubt that I will flood at some point, not to mention mosquitoes, wild animals, snakes, alligators, and other wild creatures.  My property 
value will be worthless ! Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Mr. Ellenberg

I am a citizen and taxpayer living in Lafourche Parish and I oppose this mitigation plan.  I consider myself an environmentalist so I fully support the concept of restoring our 
wetlands.  But to take high ground in a parish that is 2/3 water and turn part of it into an expensive marsh of questionable value is so misguided it is obviously a bureaucratic idea!  
Instead the mitigation should be done by restoring some of the wetlands being lost along the coast. Comment noted.

5/22/2014
Mr and Ms 
Robichaux This is an infraction upon our freedom to own land where we choose to.  There are other  choices where there are no residents to do you projects. Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Ms. Gaubert Four generations of my family were sugarcane farmers on this property.  I DO NOT want this property taken from me and my family Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Mr. Leroy Foret
Look at land on Hwy 307 from Hwy 182 to Kramer to Chack Bay.  Look at building a boat launch  and recreation area at Halpen Canal Pass under Hwy 90. why are certain property 
exempted from this project? I would like to see the Corps clean and dig the Halphen Canal that is in the back of my property.  I do not know who is responsible for this canal. Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Mr. Duplantis Leave Raceland as it is.  This project will hurt our community! Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Ms Knoblock

We were not made aware of this project until a week ago. We are being lied to. This is a terrible idea.  Land has been in families for many generations. Crops would be destroyed, 
many farmers would be unemployed and the poverty level would skyrocket in the area.  you are not only taking family land, you are destroying peoples homes, jobs, and ways of 
life Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Vernice Hebert We flood enough when it rains.  Don’t flood us to save the city. Don’t do to us what you wouldn’t want someone to do to you Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Cindy Dantin The COE needs to do better research and go elsewhere that doesn’t effect the livelihood of any community!! Comment noted.

5/21/2014
Todd & Dawn 
Knoblock Breaux

Our sugarcane fields, cattle pastures, fishing/crawfish ponds threatened to be taken.  People would be out of jobs and futures.  Flood zone C will become a flood zone- threatens to 
flood our home/lose it and/or not be able to afford flood insurance. Why should we have our possessions taken and threatened to help New Orleans with no help to us! Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Mr. LeBlanc My home would be negatively affected by adding to the possibility of flooding and infestation of mosquitoes snakes and other pests that use swamps as their habitat!! Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Roland Knoblock Is the northern boundary for the lake Bouef project Sam's Lane as shown on the maps at the meeting held on May 21st in Lafourche parish?  We were told it was further north. Sam's land runs north and south.  The mitigation projects are all to the east of Sam's Lane.

5/21/2014 Jody Landry
I am a business owner if these people move or flood and then move my business loses. If Raceland Sugars close down labor gets lost my business loses.  When did Raceland flood 
last?  I think everyone that digs ponds refurbishes wetlands. Comment noted.

5/21/2014 Randy Blouin

I am not in favor of this project because I have future plans to extend my FAA registered runway all the way to the railroad track.  This project would not allow me to utilize my 
property and would create an obstruction hazard and shorten my runway.  it would allow the public to access my fenced in property and invite trespassers and expose me to more 
liability. Comment noted.

5/22/2014 Tim Bourgeois I was never informed of any public forums by the Corps in regards to this mitigation initiative.  Please keep me on the mailing list Comment noted.

5/22/2014 Linda Champagne
This project will cause the sugar industry to suffer, farmers will lose their farm land and create a loss in sugar production.  It will create a snowball effect on the state of Louisiana.  
This will probably hurt my son's future and the whole state of Louisiana...DONT DO IT!! Comment noted.



 Date 
Received Person Comment (may be paraphrased or summarized) Final Response

5/21/2014
Denis Knobloch, 
Jr.

The land in discussion includes my entire lively hood. I raise sugarcane on the majority of the land. I also have a crawfish pond, fishing canals, and a large cattle pasture, all of which 
I have invested a large amount of time and money on, between my sugar cane crop and the railroad track to the rear of my property. If this land is taken away from me, I am out of 
a job. There will be no way I will be able to continue farming with less land than I am currently working since I am struggling already to make ends meet. I am 61 years old. Will you 
replace my wages and support me since this may be taken away from me, and I do not have any retirement options to fall back on? Comment noted.

5/21/2014
Denis Knobloch, 
Jr.

The land I purchased and inherited, and do not desire to lose, has been in the family for 5 generations. It is difficult for me to understand that even though people fight for their 
country and struggle to hold on to their land in bad times, could still have their land, a prized possession to many in this area, stolen away from them and their future generations. 
As most other landowner's families also do, my children and my grandchildren enjoy this property that is threatened to be taken away from them. Many know that utilizing 
property such as this to fish, farm, and raise livestock helps to keep them busy, connected to our south Louisiana culture, and out of trouble. The only thing is most generations 
from this area, especially sugarcane farmers, can leave their children and future generations is the land and past stories of this land. Is this what you wish to rob from us? Comment noted.

5/21/2014
Denis Knobloch, 
Jr.

Most of the land to the rear of my property has to be pumped due to it being low lying land and water coming in and collecting there. I also have a canal located on my property 
that is needed to drain my property and the neighboring properties. This canal gives me access to my property behind the railroad track. This property is only accessible by boat as 
it is cut off by railroad track and cross canal. This property includes two railroad trestles that must be left open. Comment noted.

5/21/2014
Denis Knobloch, 
Jr.

I could continue at length to explain my point of view and reasoning of why I do not approve of the choices of those who have not taken in to account the lives of those involved in 
losing land; however, I will conclude here. If there are any questions or if there is a need for recommendations of places with vacant land that does not function to provide for the 
lives and incomes of others, you can contact me as I would be glad to help. Comment noted.

5/22/2014

Mary L. Landrieu 
United States 
Senator        Impacted communities and individual landowners deserve a seat at the table when these decisions are being made, not after the fact.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New Orleans District (Corps) solicited public input at multiple public meetings in various locations in the WBV basin. Basic project descriptions were also forwarded to all 
landowners from whom Right -of-Entry (ROE) for investigations was requested.  Additionally, comments received regarding mitigation projects will become part of the official record for PIER #37.

5/22/2014

Mary L. Landrieu 
United States 
Senator        

I hope you can find suitable mitigation projects that support local communities which are affected everyday by continuing coastal erosion.  It is imperative that we address the 
coastal crisis with a balanced approach that includes both ecosystem restoration initiatives and essential flood protection infrastructure. Acknowledged 

5/22/2014

Mary L. Landrieu 
United States 
Senator        I was disappointed that the proposed mitigation projects largely ignored ongoing, state-funded initiatives.

A team comprised of both Corps and CPRA staff members worked together for nine months to identify projects that did coincide with the master plan. The developed alternatives were two to twelve times 
more expensive than the TSP projects and CPRA was unwilling to incur the additional costs to pursue the “locally-preferred” alternative(s). the Corps believes the WBV Mitigation TSP is consistent with the 
overall Master Plan’s goal concerning habitat restoration that calls for “…an integrated and synergistic approach to ensure a sustainable and resilient coastal landscape.” The Corps also considers the TSP 
projects to be consistent with the Master Plan’s restoration goal for the Southeast Coast which is to “…sustain a diversity of coastal habitats including cypress swamps, marshes, ridges, and barrier islands.”

5/22/2014

Mary L. Landrieu 
United States 
Senator        …many residents and local officials have legitimate questions and concerns that need to be addressed before the mitigation plan I finalized and implemented.

The proposed Lake Boeuf mitigation projects continue to be studied and the concerns expressed by landowners and public officials will be taken into account as the analysis progresses. There would be 
additional opportunity for comment associated with that TIER as well. 

5/22/2014

Mary L. Landrieu 
United States 
Senator        …take into account the potential of property devaluation and economic loss into the decision making process Prior to selection for implementation, the impacts associated with this proposed federal action would be studied in a future TIER.

5/29/2014
Carleen B. Babin, 
Council Clerk

The Lafourche Parish Council, convened in regular session on May 27, 2014, adopted Resolution No. 14-143 requesting the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, New Orleans district, to 
terminate all proceeding related to the construction of mitigation areas in the Raceland area. Acknowledged.

6/5/2014

L. Clifton 
Dickerson III, on 
behalf of Mr. and 
Mrs. Benjamin G. 
Bordelon

I personally attended the public hearing at the Lafourche Parish Government Building in Mathews, Louisiana on May 21, 2014 and was present during the entire hearing. At no 
time did any Corps representative say that the deadline for comment was June 5, 2014-today. The 30-day public comment period for the PIER 37 ended May 5th. However, comments submitted at the public meeting on May 21st and comments submitted after the meeting have been    

6/5/2014

L. Clifton 
Dickerson III, on 
behalf of Mr. and 
Mrs. Benjamin G. 
Bordelon

The Bordelons' property and others in the vicinity of your proposed project and taking is in the vicinity of four means of interstate transportation--Bayou Lafourche, Louisiana 
Highway 308, several pipelines and a railroad. Your taking and the permanent restrictions as to the future use of the taken land will make coordinated access to these corridors of 
commerce difficult or impossible. Comment noted.

6/5/2014

L. Clifton 
Dickerson III, on 
behalf of Mr. and 
Mrs. Benjamin G. 
Bordelon

Your cost estimates for the acreage that you are planning to take are invariably too low--our understanding is that you are planning to take for $1,500 to $2,000 per acre. I can 
assure you that the Bordelons spent considerably more than those amounts for the property that your plans show will be taken from their tract. The value for the actual acquisition of the land for mitigation purposes has not been estimated by CEMVN.

6/5/2014

L. Clifton 
Dickerson III, on 
behalf of Mr. and 
Mrs. Benjamin G. 
Bordelon

Your taking will involve degrading the safety of pipelines if you take cover from those pipelines in order to lower the sea level elevation of the taken property. If you do not take 
cover from the pipelines, then will not those pipelines act as levees and keep the replenishment of the new swamp from taking place naturally? The impact to pipelines under the proposed mitigation project will be addressed during completion of the TIERs.  

6/5/2014

L. Clifton 
Dickerson III, on 
behalf of Mr. and 
Mrs. Benjamin G. 
Bordelon

Our team's discussions with pipeline representatives have revealed that those pipeline owners and operators are unaware of your plans for their property. We assume that you 
gave them the same consideration as you gave to the landowners when giving notice of your plans. Further coordination with property owners and with those who have easements on the property within the proposed footprint of the projects in the TSMPA will occur during completion of the TIERs.  

6/5/2014

L. Clifton 
Dickerson III, on 
behalf of Mr. and 
Mrs. Benjamin G. 
Bordelon Our headlines are filled with warnings about West Nile virus and other diseases spread by mosquitoes. Your project will bring those threats very close to every family in the vicinity. Comment noted.

6/5/2014

L. Clifton 
Dickerson III, on 
behalf of Mr. and 
Mrs. Benjamin G. 
Bordelon You will remove acreage from commercial use that simply cannot be replaced in a parish such as ours in which high land is in such short supply. Comment noted.

6/5/2014

L. Clifton 
Dickerson III, on 
behalf of Mr. and 
Mrs. Benjamin G. 
Bordelon

Our headlines are likewise filled with dire warnings about the effects of coastal erosion and dangers to low lying areas presented by each hurricane's passing. Gallows humor in our 
community include comments about waiting a little while for our homes to become beachfront property--and you are planning to speed this process. Comment noted.

6/5/2014

L. Clifton 
Dickerson III, on 
behalf of Mr. and 
Mrs. Benjamin G. 
Bordelon

We recognize, as do you, that the comment period afforded to landowners was insufficient to allow those landowners to mount an effective defense to the conclusions reached in 
your years long study of our area. Comment noted.

6/5/2014 Dan Duplantis, Jr. We have not had, in the past nor do we have now, any interest in selling our land to the Corps for any reasons, especially to become a wetlands mitigation bank. Comment noted.
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6/5/2014 Dan Duplantis, Jr.

Raceland Raw Sugar LLC employs 95 full time workers and during harvest season, we will grow to 150 workers.  That is 150 families that rely on our facility to remain profitable.  
We receive sugar cane from 40 different growers.  Each farm has approximately 10 workers.  That is 400 more families that rely on our facility to remain profitable.  When all the 
supply companies are added in (chemicals, fertilizers, part stores, fuel dealers, equipment dealers, etc.), you can see just how many families you touch when excellent agricultural 
property is taken out of production. Comment noted.

6/5/2014 Dan Duplantis, Jr.
The tract of land you are targeting is some of the highest and best agricultural land that we have, and any amount of acreage that you are proposing to take out of production 
definitely weakens our facility in Raceland. Comment noted.

6/5/2014 Dan Duplantis, Jr.
One of the big reasons why we purchased the property was its close proximately to our processing facility.  Freight to our facility is very affordable being just a few miles away.  As 
we go out looking for cane to fill this void, it would definitely come at a much higher rate that would possible make it not economically feasible to process. Comment noted.

6/5/2014 Dan Duplantis, Jr.

I want the Corps of Engineers to know that by coming to Lafourche parish to solve problems that were created elsewhere will only weaken a farming industry that supports many 
families and has struggled to stay afloat for many years.  We do not think this is fair and do not care to do any business with the Corps of Engineers on this wetland mitigation 
matter. Comment noted.
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From: Dr. David Palmer
To: MVN Environmental
Cc: Kim Walden; Hill, Rebecca MVN
Subject: [EXTERNAL] PIER 37 draft comments
Date: Friday, May 02, 2014 12:53:52 PM

Dear Ms. Behrens:

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on the draft of PIER 37. The draft, together with
the PA of June 18, 2013, provides for thorough consideration of, and consultation regarding, cultural
resources. We also appreciate the consideration given in the draft of PIER 37 for any nesting bald
eagles that might be present in the project areas.

Although given the terms of the PA not likely to become an issue, the language about the remote
sensing for potential submerged cultural resources in the borrow area seemed ambiguous to me as to
whether this surveying was planned or not. Is it planned? Is there any data and modelling available to
predict the likelihood of submerged sites within the borrow area?

I appreciate your attention to these comments and questions.

Sincerely,

David

David T. Palmer, PhD, RPA 12440
Deputy Tribal Historic Preservation Officer
Chitimacha Tribe of Louisiana
P.O. Box 661
Charenton, LA 70523
337-482-5198

mailto:davidp@chitimacha.gov
mailto:MVNEnvironmental@usace.army.mil
mailto:kim@chitimacha.gov
mailto:Rebecca.Hill@usace.army.mil


From: Williams, Eric MVN
To: Behrens, Elizabeth MVN
Subject: FW: RE: PIER#37, West Bank and Vicinity Hurricane Storm Damage Risk Reduction System Mitigation,

Jefferson, Lafourche, Plaquemines, and St. Charles Parishes, LA (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Wednesday, July 23, 2014 8:05:13 AM

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

-----Original Message-----
From: Hill, Rebecca MVN
Sent: Monday, May 05, 2014 1:18 PM
To: Lindsey Bilyeu
Cc: Williams, Eric MVN
Subject: RE: RE: PIER#37, West Bank and Vicinity Hurricane Storm Damage Risk Reduction System
Mitigation, Jefferson, Lafourche, Plaquemines, and St. Charles Parishes, LA

Dear Ms. Bilyeu,

Thank you for your email and your request for continued consultation.  I am copying Eric Williams, the
project archaeologist for the LPV and WBV HSDRRS Mitigation projects. 

The CEMVN will continue consultation with the Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma pursuant to the stipulations
of the Programmatic Agreement executed on June 18, 2013.

The CEMVN will notify the Choctaw Nation of its intent to prepare tiered Individual Environmental
Reports (TIERs) evaluating the proposed mitigation projects, and upon completion of the cultural
resource investigation for each project, CEMVN will provide documentation of the Section 106 finding,
including a copy of the cultural resource report, for the tribe's review and comment.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if I may be of any further assistance with this matter.

Respectfully,
Rebecca

Rebecca E. Hill
Archeologist/Tribal Liaison
US Army Corps of Engineers, New Orleans District

-----Original Message-----
From: Lindsey Bilyeu [mailto:lbilyeu@choctawnation.com]
Sent: Friday, May 02, 2014 3:59 PM
To: Hill, Rebecca MVN
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: PIER#37, West Bank and Vicinity Hurricane Storm Damage Risk Reduction
System Mitigation, Jefferson, Lafourche, Plaquemines, and St. Charles Parishes, LA

Dear Rebecca,

The Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma thanks the US Army Corps of Engineers, New Orleans District, for the
correspondence regarding the above referenced project.  There is the possibility of encountering
Choctaw sites in the project area.  We recently have become aware of Choctaw village sites in
Louisiana, once of which is approximately 4 to 5 miles away from the project area in Jefferson Parish . 

mailto:/O=USACE EXCHANGE/OU=MVD ADMIN GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=B2PMREHR73530207
mailto:Elizabeth.H.Behrens@usace.army.mil
mailto:lbilyeu@choctawnation.com


While this wouldn’t be in the direct APE, it is still important to note its presence and the possibility of
encountering artifacts related to the Tribe.  Due to the number of sites present in the project area, and
the high possibility of encountering unrecorded sites, Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma strongly recommends
that the project area and borrow sources be surveyed prior to project activities.  We ask that these
surveys be sent to our office once available.  If you have any questions, please contact our office at
580-924-8280 ext. 2631.

Thank You,

Lindsey Bilyeu

NHPA Senior Section 106 Reviewer

Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma

Historic Preservation Department

P.O. Box 1210

Durant, OK 74702

580-924-8280 Ext. 2631

________________________________

This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may
contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure. If you have received this
message in error, you are hereby notified that we do not consent to any reading, dissemination,
distribution or copying of this message. If you have received this communication in error, please notify
the sender immediately and destroy the transmitted information. Please note that any view or opinions
presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the
Choctaw Nation.

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE





















mitigation features of the plan will be addressed in subsequent NEPA documents, or Tiered 
Individual Environmental Reports (TIERs).  
 

General Comments 
 

The draft PIER #36 is well written and well organized.  It provides an adequate description of 
fish and wildlife resources in the study area, the purpose and need for the proposed action, 
and the potential impacts associated with each alternative location.  The Service has provided 
comments throughout the planning process regarding our support for the tentatively-selected 
plan and timing of mitigation relative to impacts.  Comments and recommendations provided 
in our draft Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act Report dated February 21, 2014, still remain 
valid and are incorporated herein by reference. 
 
While we are generally in support of the Tentatively Selected Mitigation Plan alternative, we 
are concerned that during mitigation plan formulation meetings the Corps presented a 
mitigation concept that would rely on bank/credits from mitigation banks that are currently 
not approved (or even potentially developed) by the Interagency Review Team.  Because this 
concept does rely on banks that are not approved and functioning and could result in further 
delays in mitigation implementation the Service cannot support any alternative that would 
rely on this concept.   
 
Additional NEPA analysis will investigate design alternatives of the alternative features.  It is 
important that the Service and other natural resource agencies (i.e., the National Marine 
Fisheries Service (NMFS), the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, the 
Environmental Protection Agency, and the Louisiana Department of Natural Resources) are 
involved in the analysis of these alternative designs and construction processes.  Accordingly, 
in order to provide feedback regarding potential impacts to natural resources and to provide 
measures of avoiding and minimizing those impacts, the Service and the other natural 
resource agencies should be provided opportunities to review and comment on engineering 
and design reports and plans and specification documents.  At that time more detailed 
Wetland Value Assessments should be conducted by the Service on the proposed mitigation 
projects, and resizing efforts can be finalized. 
 
Specific Comments 

 
Section 2.5, Changes to Final Array Following AEP and Revised Project Descriptions, page 
2-9 and Appendix E – Because of the uncertainty regarding total impacts to the Jean Lafitte 
National and Historical Park and Preserve (Park) as a result of language in the Omnibus 
Public Land Management Act of 2009, the Service recommends that the Corps delay any 
final design work and continue to coordinate with the Park staff prior to finalizing mitigation 
features that may be affected by the final determination of on park impacts. 
 
Appendix D: Mitigation of Impacts to Open Water Habitats, Section 3, page D-4 – The 
Service classifies submerged aquatic vegetation habitat as a Resource Category 2 habitat and, 
therefore, it should have “in-kind” mitigation.  However, we acknowledge the fact that “in-

































 

 

RACELAND RAW SUGAR LLC 

POST OFFICE BOX 159 

RACELAND LOUISIANA 70394 

985-537-3533 

 

 

June 5, 2014 

United States  Army Corps. of  Engineers 

To Whom It May Concern: 

My name is Dan Duplantis, Jr. and I am the Vice President and the General Manager of 

Raceland Raw Sugar LLC.  Raceland Raw Sugar LLC is a raw sugar factory that processes sugar 

cane into raw sugar.  Raceland Raw Sugar LLC owns property that the Corps of Engineers is 

interested in obtaining for wetland mitigation.  We have received letters from the Corps over 

the last few years about their interest in our property, and we attended the Pier 37 public 

meeting on May 21, 2014 at the Lafourche Parish Government Building.  We have not had, in 

the past nor do we have now, any interest in selling our land to the Corps for any reasons, 

especially to become a wetlands mitigation bank. 

Raceland Raw Sugar LLC employs 95 full time workers and during harvest season, we will grow 

to 150 workers.  That is 150 families that rely on our facility to remain profitable.  We receive 

sugar cane from 40 different growers.  Each farm has approximately 10 workers.  That is 400 

more families that rely on our facility to remain profitable.  When all the supply companies are 

added in (chemicals, fertilizers, part stores, fuel dealers, equipment dealers, etc.), you can see 

just how many families you touch when excellent agricultural property is taken out of 

production. 

The tract of land you are targeting is some of the highest and best agricultural land that we 

have, and any amount of acreage that you are proposing to take out of production definitely 

weakens our facility in Raceland.  One of the big reasons why we purchased the property was 

its close proximately to our processing facility.  Freight to our facility is very affordable being 

just a few miles away.     
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As we go out looking for cane to fill this void, it would definitely come at a much higher rate 

that would possible make it not economically feasible to process. 

Your comments at the public meeting on May 21st said that the Corps would only look to our 

area if it were not economically feasible to mitigate closer to where the damages occurred.   

I want the Corps of Engineers to know that by coming to Lafourche parish to solve problems 

that were created elsewhere will only weaken a farming industry that supports many families 

and has struggled to stay afloat for many years.  We do not think this is fair and do not care to 

do any business with the Corps of Engineers on this wetland mitigation matter. 

Sincerely, 

RACELAND RAW SUGAR LLC 

 

Dan Duplantis, Jr. 

Vice President & General Manager 
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(WELCOMING STATEMENT)1

MR. HOLDER:2

Good evening, there are additional places 3

to sit outside and there is an area in the room adjacent 4

to this where you will be able to view the presentation 5

and listen to the comments.  6

Our project manager is here, Soheila 7

Holley, in the white shirt with the red Corps emblem in 8

case you have a comment that you would like to make or 9

ask a question.10

We are going to do a presentation and we 11

have a court reporter who is present and will take down 12

any additional comments, or if you do not feel 13

comfortable addressing the audience, you can fill out a 14

comment card.  Additionally, if you have any questions 15

that you would like to ask about the project we will 16

stick around to answer questions after the session.17

I just wanted to welcome everyone for 18

coming tonight and to let you know that you have about 19

20 minutes before we get started.  If there is anything 20

that you want to do, this is a great time to ask 21

questions before you come in because I’m sure that if22

you have some questions about what we need to do, we 23

will be happy to assist you.  24

Thanks again to everybody for coming.25
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(Informal discussions)1

MR. HOLDER:2

President Randolph, would you like to address 3

the audience before we get started with the 4

presentation?5

MS. RANDOLPH:6

Good evening, I’m Charlotte Randolph, I’m 7

the Parish President.  8

We’re attempting at this point to allow 9

landowners in here first and I know that a lot of you 10

have a support person with you this evening meaning 11

landowner, husband and wife and family.  12

What we are attempting to do is show the 13

presentation here in this room that is already full, 14

however we are working on another area where you can see 15

the video and hear the audio as well.  There is a fire 16

capacity of the number of people for this room and we 17

are probably exceeding it now, not by much, but we just 18

cannot allow any other people in here. That is why 19

we’re working on getting other areas so everyone will 20

have an opportunity to hear. That clock is also a 21

little fast, so they will be getting started in a few 22

minutes so everyone who is in the room, please have a 23

seat.24

(PUBLIC HEARING COMMENCED AT 6:30 PM)25
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MR. HOLDER:1

Good evening, Ladies and Gentlemen, thank 2

you for attending this public meeting tonight.  3

Again, we will be getting started in a few 4

minutes, but in the meantime we’re trying to find 5

alternative ways to get everybody who wants to be heard 6

in the main room.7

We will start by introducing the city 8

leadership followed by congressional delegations and 9

state representatives and councilmembers as well.10

The presentation is two parts, so I can 11

give you a rough idea where we are at with this project 12

and we’re going to have comments immediately following.  13

The only thing is that tonight the comments will be on 14

Pier 37, you can comment on whatever you want, we will 15

take those comments and I don’t mean to discourage that.  16

What we’re here to talk about tonight is 17

Pier 37 and how Pier 37 will give the Corps permission 18

to work with mitigation banks.  It doesn’t give us 19

permission to take anybody’s land or anything like that.  20

So I just wanted to make sure that everybody heard me on 21

the record as well.  22

This is about us being able to tell you 23

what we are planning to do with the project.  It’s also 24

very important at this point for me to tell you that 25
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everything that we have is open to comments and we want 1

to get those comments.  We have had over 500 meetings 2

with the general public since we started with the 3

hurricane and storm damage risk reduction system.  With 4

those 500 meetings we have taken public comments and I 5

will tell you that on many occasions the comments that 6

came in were adapted into the system and used because 7

the folks that are closer to the project know a lot of 8

times better than we do about what everything is like in 9

that area.  So I will tell you that your comments 10

tonight are really, really important.  11

Another thing that I want to tell you that 12

is really, really important for you to remember is that 13

we will not be answering project questions during the 14

public meeting, we will be taking comments.  Tonight 15

what I need you to do when you’re making your comments, 16

we have a video recording and we have a court reporter.  17

The most important thing that I can ask you is to make 18

your comments.  The questions we will answer immediately 19

following by sticking around and doing that, but we need 20

your comments. 21

And again, Pier 37 doesn’t allow us to take 22

anyone’s land.  All Pier 37 does is allow us to buy 23

mitigation bank credits.  With that, I would like to 24

introduce the Deputy Commander Lieutenant Colonel 25
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Handura and he will come up and give you just a little 1

background about why we’re here.2

DEPUTY COMMANDER HANDURA:3

Thank you all and I’m the Deputy Commander 4

for the New Orleans District and I’m here on behalf of 5

Colonel Richard Hanson.  6

As Ken Holder said, we’re here to hear your 7

comments tonight, that is the whole reason we’re here 8

and I’m here because Col. Hanson is the ultimate 9

decision authority or decision maker on the mitigation 10

and the plans.  11

What we’re going to do is to take comments 12

and make it to where an impartial decision as the 13

approval authority, so that is why I’m here.  I’m the 14

Deputy Commander and like Kenneth said, we will stick 15

around afterwards and you will have an opportunity to 16

talk with us if you have any questions. 17

The key thing tonight is that no decision 18

has been made as to any particular mitigation. No 19

decision has been made, we are here to get your comments 20

and give us an opportunity to hear what your comments 21

are tonight.22

MR. HOLDER:23

President Randolph, would you like to make 24

any comments?25
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MS. RANDOLPH:1

Why don’t you do you presentation first and 2

then we’ll work from there.3

MR. HOLDER:4

Okay, if I could, there are some folks here 5

who work with the congressional delegation tonight and 6

if I could start with Zach, so if you would introduce 7

yourself.  I didn’t get a chance to see everybody who is 8

back there but if you are here representing a 9

congressman, just tell us who you are representing and 10

tell us who you are.  11

Zach.12

MR. MONROE:13

Zach Monroe, the Southeast Regional 14

Representative for Senator Landrieu.15

MR. JEWELL:16

Matthew Jewell, the Bayou Field 17

Representative for Congressman Steve Scalise.18

MR. CAVELL:19

David Cavell with the U.S. Congressman Bill 20

Cassidy in the Thibodaux Regional Office.  21

MR. DOSS:22

David Doss, I’m Senator David Vitter’s 23

State Director.24

MR. HOLDER:25
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Any other parish folk or councilmembers 1

that would like to identify the parish they represent, 2

or councilmember?3

MR. RICHARD:4

Dee Richard, I’m a State Representative and 5

Parish Representative of Thibodaux.6

MR. GISCLAIR:7

Jerry “Truck” Gisclair, District 54,8

Central and Southeast State Representative.9

MR. TOUPS:10

Lindel Toups, Councilman, District 6, 11

Lafourche Parish.12

MR. HOLDER:13

Okay, folks, thank you very much. We will 14

start out tonight with the presentation and the 15

environmental manager for the project, Elizabeth 16

Behrens.17

MS. BEHRENS:18

Hi.19

MR. HOLDER:20

So this is the part where we talk about the 21

way the Corps must protect the environment and there are 22

several things that we do when we talk about how we are 23

going to reduce risks for a hurricane.  There are a 24

number of things that go into it.  Most importantly, 25
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probably is the thing that goes into it is a good 1

evacuation plan, as we all know.  All of those of you 2

that live in the area know that you have to have a good 3

evacuation plan.  The other things that go into more 4

resilience of having reasonable verbal alternative 5

actions and ordinances for building and the way we use 6

land.  7

As you can see by the next slide8

(indicating) and the reason that we’re here tonight, the 9

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).  You can read 10

all of those things up there, or I can just paraphrase 11

it for you because it’s a lot.  The most important, the 12

reason that we’re doing this is because it’s the law and 13

so we’re here tonight to listen to what you have to say, 14

we are interested in your comments.  Our intent is to 15

comply with the law, that’s one reason for the meeting.16

but the real reason is that we really want to hear to 17

what you have to say.18

With that, Lizzie.19

MS. BEHRENS:20

And so what is involved in designing the 21

Hurricane and Storm Damage and Risk Reduction System22

(HSDRRS).  The Corps made a concerted effort to avoid 23

and minimize environmental impacts to the maximum extent 24

practicable.  Through advanced engineering design the 25
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Corps was able to reduce its anticipated impact from 1

around 5,000 acres to about 2,300 acres, half of which, 2

about half of which are on the West Bank.  3

As Ken mentioned, we’re here tonight to 4

hear from you in implementing our plans and to mitigate 5

plans on a minimal impact as has been presented in Pier 6

37 and which many of you have already looked at.  7

So for the West Bank and Vicinity of this 8

work we impacted four different habitat types:  9

Bottomland Hardwood Wet and Dry, which are deciduous 10

hardwood forests generally found in lowland flood plains 11

adjacent to large rivers and lakes.  Swamp. consisting 12

of floating spans of cypress and different species of 13

gum.  And Fresh Marsh found in areas of little to no14

salinity.15

The areas looked at were impacted on both 16

the protected side and the flood side of the levees but 17

only on the flood side of the levees for swamp and 18

marsh.  19

So during our planning process the Corps 20

came to our nonfederal sponsor, a number of 21

nongovernmental organizations and other federal, state 22

and local agencies for professional ideas to mitigate 23

for these impacts.  Our initial guidelines were that 24

these projects had to mitigate in kind for the same type 25
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that project was impacted and also the project needed to 1

be in the same marsh that is where the impact occurred.  2

Often what we concerned with were Corps constructed 3

projects on private land and public land as well as 4

mitigation land.  In total we received over 400 5

different projects.  We took all of these projects and 6

ran them through some multiple screening criteria to 7

arrive at a tentatively selected plan.  So the Corps in 8

coordination with a resource agency developed some 9

initial screening criteria and encouraged large 10

mitigation projects by grouping our impact into projects 11

mitigated on large contiguous tracts of manageable land12

instead of looking for multiple projects throughout the 13

basin.  That way we maximize our ecological outlook for 14

the project and also have cost efficiency for the 15

projects.  The projects that remained after the initial 16

screening were then taken to the 35 level design for the 17

next level of evaluation.  18

So the next step of our selection process 19

was to compare the remaining projects to one another 20

bypass test sites based on some performance criteria.  21

Now these criteria were the same as we used for all of 22

the district projects, just modified to some degree for 23

mitigation.  We looked at our liabilities; we looked at 24

the long run sustainability of the project based upon 25
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how much of the project was left at the end of 50 years.  1

We also looked at were there any potential problems with 2

implementation.  Were we sure of the ecological success 3

of these projects.  We also looked at the environmental 4

impact from implementing these projects.  We looked at 5

water and ecological site consideration, which is 6

basically does the project provide the linkages between 7

other habitat sites.  Is it contiguous with another 8

resource managed area.  Is it consistent with other 9

water system plans should it occur in the parish where 10

the impact occurred.  We also looked at time and cost 11

during this comparison.  So this is the result of that 12

screening and tentatively selected mitigation plan13

alternative.14

The properties that are in for the 15

Bottomland Hardwood Wet and for the Fresh Marsh impact 16

to the Jean Lafitte National Historic property and the 17

NEPA for the designated area with private funding with 18

each.  For our Bottomland Hardwood Wet and Bottomland 19

Hardwood Dry impact only, the protected side of the 20

levee, we’re going to a mitigation bank.  So the 21

Bottomland Hardwood Wet, until they pass on the flood 22

plan on the levee through or Lake Boeuf.  For the Fresh 23

Marsh flood site impact, we will be dealing with other 24

projects on Jean Lafitte.25
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So these (indicating) are the acres of 1

mitigation that are being completed at each of the 2

sites.  Over half of our mitigation projects are being 3

done on public land and not on mitigation land.4

These (indicating) are the projects that 5

are by Lake Boeuf, at that tentative site.  The one that 6

is outlined in yellow is not part of the tentatively 7

selected plan but is a project that we might utilize if 8

we are unable to buy mitigation bank credits due to 9

there not being enough credits available at the time or 10

them being too costly.  We believe that this is a likely 11

scenario based on current availability in the mitigation 12

bank, there is plenty of bank credits available and we 13

think that we would get a reasonable price.  14

MALE SPEAKER:15

Would you repeat that?16

MS. BEHRENS:17

About the mitigation bank?18

MALE SPEAKER:19

About the yellow area.20

MS. BEHRENS:21

Okay.  The yellow area is like a backup 22

project, so it is not currently a selected mitigation 23

plan.  We have a mitigation bank for certain portions of 24

our impact.  The backup project, if we are unable to do 25
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that one (demonstrating) would be the yellow area, but 1

we really think that that is unlikely.  Now according to 2

bank credits, Paradis area has a huge amount of credits 3

and we have gotten prices that are really quite 4

reasonable.  5

MALE SPEAKER:6

Okay, thank you.7

MS. BEHRENS:8

So what is involved with the construction 9

of these projects is basically lowering the elevation of 10

the existing ground to an elevation that is able to 11

conform with the habitat that we have to mitigate to 12

provide for that hardwood conformance.  For that 13

hardwood, you are looking at an elevation between two 14

and 2.5, for form you are looking at an elevation of 1.1 15

and 1.8.  So any material that is generated off of this 16

lower elevation will be removed from the site and we 17

would go in and plant bottomland hardwoods.18

We will also maintain land access, adding 19

any roads that are necessary for landowners to get to 20

their property.  We will also have to add access to 21

areas that are necessary for our monitoring of this 22

process.23

Many of you have already seen Programmatic 24

Individual Environmental Report #37 that has been out to 25
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public review recently.  Please remember that the 1

Programmatic Report #37 presents the whole plan for 2

mitigating all of the southeast areas in that but it 3

only recommends the portion of the plan that is 4

mitigated through the mitigation bank at this time.  5

Most construction level alternative designs are complete 6

but for the other alternative plan we will put out 7

another environmental document, a tailored IER for 8

public review.9

That is part of the reason that it so 10

important for you all to be here right now because you 11

can give us your comments before we start working on 12

that document.    13

So this is the summary of the tasks that is 14

necessary to get to construction on the other projects 15

in the tentatively selected plans.  The information, as 16

Ken has mentioned to, this document clears us to buy 17

mediation bank credits which would probably occur in the 18

fall of this year.19

FEMALE SPEAKER:20

We don’t want it.  21

SPEAKER:22

Why don’t you go somewhere else?23

MR. HOLDER:24

Please wait until we finish and then we 25
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will take any comments that you would like to make. 1

We are almost there.2

So for those of you that I had received 3

some comments that there is an issue with a lot of you 4

folks in that they didn’t hear anything as far as about 5

this project being built.  I hope that everybody has 6

signed in, I would encourage you to.  You can also go to 7

our Facebook and twitter, and other internet sites that 8

have pictures or other items on them.  But the most 9

important thing is to go to the Facebook site because we 10

post everything that we’re going to do on there and some 11

of the other things you may have questions or comments 12

about.  So if you have access to the internet, this will 13

be really, really helpful.14

At this time we’re going to the feedback 15

session.16

President Randolph.   17

MS. RANDOLPH:18

Yes, thank you, Ken.  19

I think that the first thing that we needed20

to hear is to interpret what she just said.  And what 21

she said is that the first act that they are going to do 22

is look at buying mitigation credits for mitigation 23

banks.  That doesn’t involve any of your land.  That is 24

as simple as I can put it, okay? The first step that 25
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they are considering has nothing to do with your land.1

I know Corps language, we’ve been around a 2

while, okay?  And with all of the acronyms that have 3

been thrown around, that is the easiest thing to 4

understand.  5

The exploration she is talking about is 6

Plan B.  If it does not work out that they can pay for 7

this mitigation, the damage that they caused from the 8

projects that they did, then they would go to Plan B and 9

Plan B is a whole other process.  All right?  10

So the concern that we all had about, for 11

lack of understanding of this, was pretty relieved by 12

what she just explained to us.  In that it is going to13

be part of the larger picture that they’re considering, 14

but it’s not the first part of it.  Is that accurate?15

MS. BEHRENS:16

The first part of it is buying the 17

mitigation bank credits.18

MS. RANDOLPH:19

We have to buy mitigation credits if we buy 20

a pump station and mess up a little bit of the wetlands 21

around it.  Okay?  If it’s one-sixth of an acre, and 22

Lindel, you’ve had a fit because the stuff costs $40,000 23

an acre to buy.  But that is what the Corps is looking 24

at occurring elsewhere, in bank, that has ready been 25
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established and again have nothing to do with your land.1

I don’t understand a universe where a 2

government could come in and build 14 billion dollars3

worth of projects in another area and then come to this 4

area which doesn’t benefit from that hurricane 5

protection system and take land.6

That makes no sense and we’re not going to 7

stand for that, okay?8

(AUDIENCE APPLAUSE.)9

But the good news is what was just 10

explained to you is that, and I know you are going to 11

have questions and maybe I can stand on the side of Ken 12

and interpret for you because the Corps does have a 13

tendency to talk in acronyms and in a different 14

language, I’m sorry.  But I wanted you to know that what 15

they just said is the best news we could have heard. 16

And I don’t mean to take over your meeting.17

FEMALE SPEAKER:18

Excuse me, but what you heard and what I 19

heard may be a little different.  I heard her say that 20

the mitigation bank would be for one part and they are 21

not coming for the land, but the word is that they are22

coming back for our land and that had nothing to do with 23

the mitigation bank.24

MR. HOLDER:25
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I think Lizzie is going to go through that 1

again for Lake Boeuf again in a moment. 2

But remember, folks, what we are going to 3

try to do, what I would rather do is just let her answer 4

that but after that, that’s it, then you can make your 5

comments.  We want to keep it at making comments for 6

this public hearing.  We will answer questions at the 7

end of the session; we’re staying late after the meeting 8

to meet with anyone who has questions. So as many 9

questions that you want to ask, please stay and ask 10

after the public comments.11

But let’s get this down, because I think 12

this is the heart of the questions by most of the people 13

who are here.14

MS. BEHRENS:15

Okay.  So when I was talking about the 16

backup project for the mitigation bank, that’s the area 17

outlined in yellow.  The areas outlined in blue and 18

brown are projects that are proposed projects but they 19

are not being recommended for construction at this time.20

The only one being recommended to build at 21

this time is buying mitigation bank credits; the yellow 22

would be the backup if you couldn’t, okay?  So the 23

others in the blue and the brown are projects that we 24

would move forward with; but like I said, where the 25
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Corps is at right now is for the Corps to buy mitigation 1

bank credit.2

We are here to get your comments; because 3

it has not been set in stone, there has been no 4

decision.  What you guys tell us is going to be sent to 5

the Commander and so it becomes part of the process of 6

determining what we are going to do.  So it’s not set in 7

stone but it is proposed if it’s blue and brown.  8

MR. HOLDER:9

Okay, folks, before we go any further, if 10

there is anyone who needs to move because they can’t 11

hear or can’t see, we set up another room there is a 12

room with a television screen over there.13

Maybe we can clarify, where is the timeline 14

chart?   15

MS. BEHRENS:16

It’s up there now.17

MR. HOLDER:18

Okay, look at this chart, nowhere on this 19

chart is there any indication about doing anything with 20

anybody’s private land.  That (demonstrating) is how far 21

away we would be before even exploring that as a 22

possibility.  Also there are other possible 23

opportunities and we can talk about that as well.24

Sir, you have a question there in the back?25
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MR. FORET:1

Yes, can you put it back up there on the 2

map?3

MR. HOLDER:4

Yes, sir, I will. 5

I want to stress again that we’re not going 6

to do a question and answer session in open forum, but 7

we will answer any questions after the session.  At this 8

time we will go ahead and hear what you have to say.9

MR. FORET:10

In the blue outlined area, that’s what?  Is 11

it basically that you all already approved the 12

mitigation bank for that and you have 115 different 13

landowners there, so have they all agreed for mitigation 14

there.15

MR. HOLDER:16

Ms. Behrens will explain it.17

MS. BEHRENS:18

No, that’s not what –19

MR. FORET:20

So basically you all have approved the 21

mitigation bank before anybody, any of the landowners 22

agreed to it?23

MS. BEHRENS:24

When I say we are going to a mitigation 25
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bank, those are mitigation banks that have been approved 1

from the regulatory program, they are everywhere.  2

MR. FORET:3

I understand.4

MS. BEHRENS:5

We are not making a mitigation bank.6

MR. FORET:7

You approved that.8

MS. BEHRENS:9

Listen, wait, let me finish.  This is a 10

mitigation bank that is already established. We are not 11

going to make a bank and sell credits to people and 12

stuff like that.  13

This is a mitigation project, just as if it 14

was an ecosystem restoration project.  We would buy the 15

land at a fee; we would restore the habitat and then 16

give it to the state to manage.  It’s not run like a 17

mitigation bank, it is a restoration project.18

MR. FORET:19

But if it’s already been approved without 20

landowners approval.21

MS. BEHRENS:22

No, no.23

MR. FORET:24

That is what you just said, that it is an 25
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approved plan.1

MR. HOLDER:2

No.3

MS. BEHRENS:4

It’s part of the overall plan right now, 5

but it’s not recommended for construction, there is no 6

action on it.  We are telling everybody, this is our 7

plan; this is what we think we are going to do.  Tell us 8

what you think, that is why we’re here right now.9

MR. FORET:10

How did you choose this area?11

MR. HOLDER:12

There are four things.13

MS. BEHRENS:14

This is the list.15

MR. HOLDER:16

This one (demonstrating) tells you why we 17

did what we did.  It has the match; it has the in basin 18

and the in kind for us to be able to do it.  So that is 19

what it was, it was in basin and in kind so we looked 20

for areas that matched these four criteria.  21

Again folks, I don’t want to do this 22

tonight.  We are not going to do questions all night 23

long, we are here for comments. If you have questions 24

we are going to stay here after the comment session and 25
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answer them.  So let’s get the comments out of the way 1

so then we can get those going and then we will stay 2

behind and answer the questions.  So comments please, 3

not questions, thank you.4

MR. BLOCK:5

My name is Jerald Block and I’m from 6

Thibodaux and I don’t have any property in this area.7

But if you go back to that map, would you 8

mind going back to that map?9

MR. HOLDER:10

Okay.11

MR. BLOCK:12

Okay. You wanted comments but I just 13

wonder of all of the people in this room, who are in14

favor of any of this planned project here.  Whether it’s 15

either the yellow, the blue or the brown?16

(NO RESPONSE.)17

Who is in favor?18

Nobody.19

Who is against it?20

(AUDIENCE APPLAUSE.)21

Everybody is against it.  Okay.22

So all of these folks, many of whom called 23

me today to talk about this; all of these folks don’t 24

want their property taken.  Now you can say we’re not 25
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doing that, but the concern would be that if we don’t 1

object to it, if the people don’t object to it, then 2

what is going to happen is that this is going to become3

a reality.  And they don’t want that to happen.  4

So in terms of comments, you want comments?  5

All of the people in this room, all of whom showed up 6

today are against any use of their property.  We 7

understand that, I understand that mitigation banks are 8

a different animal, okay?  Mitigation banks are 9

different in that you can buy mitigation credit 10

somewhere and you are going to try to mitigate property 11

for the protection levees.  But the concern is right 12

now, the blue area, the brown area, and the potential 13

for the yellow area is what everybody is against.14

That’s very clear, none of these people 15

showed up because they are sitting there and saying,16

well look, we want to sell our property or we want to 17

have the Corps use our property.18

MR. HOLDER:19

The Corps is not using their property at 20

this point, sir; I just want to clarify that.21

MR. BLOCK:22

No, I didn’t miss anything.  I didn’t miss 23

the point that they are not using the property.  24

MR. HOLDER:25
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Wait –1

MR. BLOCK:2

No, no, I didn’t miss anything.  The point 3

is in the development of this, what you guys want is you 4

want comments to be made.5

MR. HOLDER:6

It’s not up –7

MR. BLOCK:8

- Excuse me.  You want comments to be made 9

so that you will know what the general lay of the land 10

is, what people feel about this.11

MR. HOLDER:12

Okay.13

MR. BLOCK:14

They are against any moving forward of 15

this project with the potential of losing their home and 16

that is what they are against.17

MS. LUFT:18

I would like to come up to the microphone.19

MR. HOLDER:20

Sure, anybody that wants to come up to the 21

mike, please come up, absolutely.22

MS. LUFT:23

My name is Myra Luft and unlike most of the 24

people here who have land that would be affected by this 25
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mitigation process, I live in the middle of what is 1

being proposed as the mitigation area.2

That (indicating) street right there called 3

Peltier Drive, has been my home for the last 38 years.  4

That area floods, we personally, not the parish, not the 5

city, haul sandbags whenever there’s a hurricane 6

approaching or a hard rain, it floods.  That area was 7

not swampland; other improvement in other areas caused8

that particular area to flood.  For 15 years that area 9

did not flood, it was high and dry.  10

I did not buy there to live in a peninsula 11

and that’s what it looks like to me. My fear, cost of 12

flood insurance when I’m in the middle of a wetland.  13

My fear, losing my house and property when that area 14

floods.  My fears are mosquito control, snakes,15

alligators.  I know what swampland is like, I put on my 16

hip-boots and I walk the swamp, I didn’t choose to live 17

in a swamp.  18

I respect everybody here about not wanting19

to lose a portion of your land, but it’s not your home. 20

I am concerned about losing my home.21

Thank you.22

MR. HOLDER:23

Ma’am, this lady’s hand has been up for a 24

while, we will take you next.25
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MS. VEGA:1

Hi, I’m Donna Vega and I live just north of 2

Peltier Drive.  We lived in Chauvin for 20 years and we 3

weren’t even considered in a real flood level, my house 4

leveled at seven and a half feet and I had water in my 5

house for Rita.6

My son, my daughter, my grandkids, they are 7

extremely close to us so we decided that we was going to 8

buy a tract of land where both of our kids could move 9

behind us.  My daughter is in the process of getting 10

prices to build in this area in my back yard.  Both of 11

my children live in mobile homes at this time and have 12

future plans on building.  My 12 year old grandchild 13

that lives with me, he lost his mother and he lives with 14

us now, already picked out his lot in the middle of that 15

blue area.  Yeah, we had a tragedy happen to us, but 16

that was Mother Nature.  Now who do we blame, our state 17

for this?  18

This is very unfair.  We searched and 19

searched and searched for a piece of property that was 20

in that same flood line, you didn’t have to pay flood 21

insurance.  That was where we felt protected, we was 22

higher.  We may never flood in my lifetime, maybe my 23

kids lifetime, but at least we was going to have a place 24

for me, my kids and my grandkids to all grow up together 25
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the way my family did and we could cut up all day long.1

We wanted to get on higher ground.  We paid 2

a higher premium price for that tract of land so that we 3

can live out our future there.  I had no plans on 4

moving.  If they do this, my kids cannot live in my back 5

yard.  And that means that all of us would have to 6

relocate so that we can live together.  7

Who is it that is doing this to us, our 8

state or our federal government, who do you blame this 9

on?  This is very unfair.  Nobody asked us when we 10

bought and paid a premium price for our property.  We 11

paid a higher price per acre.  Any other property in 12

Lafourche Parish wasn’t that high, but it was a place 13

where the ground was high.  You didn’t need flood 14

insurance.  15

My kids, my grandkids all have plans.  I 16

have been to this Board, to this building many a time 17

dealing with getting the paperwork done for all of our 18

lots to be subdivided.  It’s already planned.  My 19

daughter’s lot, my son’s lot, even my grandson’s lot is 20

going to put under my daughter’s name and all of that so 21

that he has a future.  22

Who do we thank?23

(AUDIENCE APPLAUSE.)24

MR. HOLDER:25
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I just wanted to real quickly mention that 1

if you don’t get a chance to say anything tonight or you 2

don’t feel comfortable talking to this group, the email 3

address is mvnenvironmental@usace.army.mil you can make 4

your comments there and that will go on the record as 5

well.  Thank you.6

MS. ZERINGUE:7

Lisa Zeringue.  8

I’m a landowner but I wanted to touch on 9

another part for this lady in Lafourche Parish.  When I 10

was looking at what they are looking at doing, now how 11

are they taking soil from this area and putting it 12

somewhere else?  I thought that you weren’t supposed to 13

cross soil unless that unit had the exact same soil that 14

unit has that you are taking from.  That is my one of my 15

questions.16

We also looked at where they were talking 17

about what is happening to Lafourche Parish.  Urban 18

encroachment is taking away farmland every day of our 19

lives.  20

We started off with six sugarcane mills in 21

Lafourche Parish, we are down to two.  Sugar value in 22

Lafourche Parish at $63 million, what is the value right 23

now for Lafourche Parish?  24

Cattle is $13 million.  And soybean is 25
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1.55.1

We cannot keep losing farmland.  The land 2

that we live on is farmland.  It was sugarcane.  We also 3

had hay on it and now its soybean.  4

When I look at this and she (indicated) is5

talking about bottomland hardwood and fresh marsh.   The 6

land that is around there is Coteau, I have never seen 7

bottomland hardwood grow on that or in Pistolet.8

If I wanted to have the federal government 9

with my land, I would enroll in WRAP, WRP or GRP, WRP is 10

a Wetland Preserve Program. You can enroll in the 11

program, you retain the ownership of that land or you 12

can have a permanent easement and you get paid for your 13

land, you have the use of your land.  And they do not 14

take away the royalties on that property; it stays with 15

your family.  It’s a 30 year easement or a permanent.  16

Most people go with the 30 year easement.  It’s the same 17

thing with GRP.  18

I want to let all of the farmers know in 19

this audience that if you any of this land that you are 20

looking at you have a contract on it and that life span 21

is not as its being used, you will be paying back that 22

money plus ten percent to the government.23

The economic effect for Lafourche Parish 24

for this project, and it doesn’t even benefit us, is 25
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utterly ridiculous to even think about it.  1

The land that we live on, my mother-in-law 2

is 93 years old and she lives on the land. She was born 3

and raised on the land.  My sister-in-law, who is 4

mentally handicapped lives on the land, she is 53 years 5

old.  Their income comes from this land.  Who is going 6

to pay for the income that they will lose off of this 7

land?  8

All of our land will flood if you come in 9

to where they want because they want, like I’m telling 10

you, is the middle of our property.  When your house 11

starts to sink, walls start to crack, what do you do?12

The road that they were talking about 13

building over by the railroad track, who is going to 14

maintain that road?  I don’t think that they will.  I 15

don’t want to maintain it.  16

Every day we listen to President Obama and 17

his wife Michelle tell us about feeding the United 18

States, but here they come up and they want farmland.  19

They are not taking marginal property, they are taking 20

farmland.  21

They talk about exercise.  I don’t know 22

about the rest of you, but I know that I walk my 23

property and that is where I get my exercise.  My24

children and grandchildren play in the back of the 25
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property.  1

If you take the middle of the property, 2

what good is the back of the property for me?  The value 3

has dropped, who is going to buy it?  4

I think that everybody should think about 5

this.6

Thank you.7

(AUDIENCE APPLAUSE.)8

MR. HOLDER:9

Are there any other comments?10

MR. BOURGEOIS:11

I would like to speak.12

MR. HOLDER:13

Would you like to come forward?14

MR. BABIN:15

I’m fine; I think that everybody can hear 16

me here. I talk loud.  17

I think I’m like most of these people in 18

here.  I was born and raised in this area; I’m a fourth 19

generation sugarcane farmer. I don’t own any of the 20

land, I lease it all.  I believe that if the Corps has 21

their way and I’m directing it to you, the Corps of 22

Engineers, do you realize the trickling effect that this 23

is going to have when you take it from the sugarcane 24

farmers?  Sugar mills are going to have less to grind.  25
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We’re not going to need as much diesel fuel, as much 1

fertilizer.  Everybody in this room is going to feel it. 2

These people that is here, I’m sure it’s 3

been generations that has been on that land.  They have 4

families that have lost their lives in wars to save this 5

country to have their families to be free. What is 6

happening to America?  7

You consider this, we want to keep the 8

land, we want to keep farming the land.  I am sure that 9

there is other places you can find to do this project.  10

I am not against you doing this project, just find 11

somewhere else that is not as important and not as dear 12

and entrusted to the people in this room.  Okay?13

(AUDIENCE APPLAUSE.)14

MR. FORET:15

Thank you.  16

I don’t have that gentleman’s voice so I am 17

going to use the mike.18

I don’t have property there but I do have 19

property in Raceland that has been affected by some of 20

the previous work of the Corps of Engineers and I guess 21

my question is:  Do we really trust what the Corps 22

proposes to do?  And can they do what they say they will 23

do? 24

The second comment is, based on the 25
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comments that other people made it sounds a little bit 1

like distribution of wealth aka President Obama’s plan.  2

Thirdly, if the law that causes this has no 3

paragraphs in it or anything extensive that would allow 4

being in a negative on these mitigation credits to build 5

facilities that will save lives and property, then I 6

urge our elected representatives to go back to 7

Washington and change the law.  We have lost all common 8

sense at both the federal and the state and local levels 9

regarding laws. 10

And finally, this is not a question, this 11

is a statement, I have to turn it into a statement.  12

Mother Nature, due to some of the previous Corps work, 13

levees, between Mississippi and other projects have 14

caused this area of South Lafourche to lose hundreds of 15

acres.  Many of these acres were once high property 16

areas and now they are flooding.  Why can’t that acreage 17

be included as the mitigation?  It’s affecting18

everybody, what do we do, do we just let it flood?19

Fly from Houma to Raceland and you will see 20

what I’m talking about, there is water on both sides of 21

Highway 90.  You cross the Des Allemands Bridge and you 22

head towards New Orleans.  That used to be called 23

Seminole Mounds back when I was a kid, that is all open 24

water.  All of this property back was pristine hunting 25
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land and habitat. What these people were trying to 1

create was taken away because of the federal 2

government’s action or lack of action regarding coastal 3

erosion and subsidence.  4

Thank you.5

(AUDIENCE APPLAUSE.)6

MR. BOURGEOIS:7

Hello, my name is Roger Bourgeois. 8

I grew up here in Raceland and I graduated 9

from Raceland High School and I see many of my 10

classmates in the audience.  I live in Houma now.       11

I purchased four acres here in Raceland to build my 12

dream house on.  My dream house has been put on hold13

because I’m not sure at my age and my wife’s age that we 14

want to build a plus six in an area that has never been 15

affected by a hurricane.  16

And furthermore, you can take this message 17

back to the federal government.  If I can afford to 18

build my house and I don’t need flood insurance, I don’t 19

think the federal government should be able to tell me a 20

damn thing about how high I need to build my house.  21

That is a personal risk that I should be allowed to 22

take.  And I urge our representatives to take that 23

message back to Washington.24

Thank you.25
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(AUDIENCE APPLAUSE.)1

MR. HOLDER:2

One of the things that I forgot to mention 3

before the public meeting concludes.  If you have any 4

comments, if you would stop by before you leave and 5

speak to the court reporter and give her your name so 6

that we can identify the speaker.7

MR. TOUPS:8

I have a comment.9

MR. HOLDER:10

Yes, sir.11

MR. TOUPS:12

Lindel Toups, Councilman, District 6.13

We can hold this meeting until 2:00 14

o’clock, 10:00 o’clock, 12 o’clock and you ain’t going 15

to get nobody to agree with you to do what you want to 16

do.  17

Myself, as a Councilman, I am asking you 18

all to back off.  I’m going to call a special meeting to 19

the Council and get a Resolution from all of our elected 20

officials and ask all of you all to back off. 21

We can be in this meeting all night.  I 22

don’t think it will do any good; so far nobody that has 23

talked is for it.  Why this area was picked, I don’t 24

know.  I don’t know why you all picked here.25
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MALE SPEAKER:1

According to what I read in the report it 2

is because of the poverty level.3

MR. TOUPS:4

The what?5

MALE SPEAKER:6

The report uses the poverty level of the 7

town.8

MR. TOUPS:9

And?10

MALE SPEAKER:11

The poor people take less money for their 12

land.13

    MR. TOUPS:14

That is what I mean, we don’t.  I don’t 15

care if we talk here all night, nobody wants it.  I’m 16

asking you all as a Councilman to back off and I’m 17

asking the Parish President to call a special meeting 18

and go ahead and send a resolution in.  And I’m going to 19

call the representatives to ask them to back us up on 20

that and I’m sure they will21

Thank you.22

MR. HOLDEN:23

Thank you very much.24

MS. RANDOLPH:25
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Charlotte Randolph. 1

Let me just correct what I said earlier 2

after reviewing a report.3

MR. HOLDER:4

Yes, ma’am.5

MS. RANDOLPH:6

Because, I’m sorry, Charlotte Randolph.7

Ms. Zeringue is correct, according to this 8

(indicating) that this will need to be addressed because 9

of the different types of trees and ground and 10

everything else surrounding it. Which, I still cannot 11

make sense of it, but that is okay.12

Important to note that today at the Coastal 13

Protection Restoration Authority meeting in Baton Rouge 14

they passed a resolution against this action, the State 15

did.  16

In 2010 there was a bill passed concerning17

the Amite River Diversion project.  Our state 18

representatives are here, we’ve already contacted the 19

author of that bill to ask for information on this and 20

for our state representatives to do this.  21

And finally, during Hurricane Isaac, we 22

talked about sandbags earlier, the area Bayou Boeuf was 23

threatened severely with flooding because of the water 24

that came up and that is the same storm that affected La 25
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Place and ports of that water shift.  If we would shore 1

up Bayou Boeuf with the coastal protection there rather 2

than taking land away and we could build some land 3

around the areas that were threatened during that last4

storm which is in the same water shift.  Then everyone5

would benefit from the actions here, not just the people 6

who live in one area and then the cost just to people 7

that live in another area.  8

We are in the epicenter of the coastal 9

erosion; we need to build land, not taking land.10

(AUDIENCE APPLAUSE.) 11

MR. FIELDS:12

My name is Brad Fields and I’m an 13

Agricultural Technician for Lafourche Parish.  14

My comment is for the Corps.  Next time 15

that you all propose something like this, make sure that 16

you inform the people, the landowners, so that they can 17

explore what you all are asking for, what you all want 18

to do, because these people were not informed.  They 19

were not informed and that is very poor on your part and 20

you all need to take that back with you.21

(AUDIENCE APPLAUSE.)22

MALE SPEAKER:23

I just want to clarify something just real 24

quickly about this.  The first time when the Corps came 25
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out, supposedly the Corps was to come in on our land and 1

look for artifacts and you would save artifacts.  2

When you all mentioned oil somewhere in all 3

of these documents you mentioned some people were in 4

favor of it.  People were in favor of wanting to save a 5

few of those artifacts and clay, not doing this project6

on our land.7

MR. HOLDER:8

I understand, thank you.9

MS. KLINGMAN:10

Hello everybody. Heather Klingman and I’m 11

a Lafourche resident.  12

My family has property in the area here and 13

I do have several questions but I will just hold those 14

until after. 15

MR. HOLDER:16

Yes, ma’am, no problem.17

MS. KLINGMAN:18

My one comment is that if this project 19

could possibly lead to private property being 20

appropriated for wetland mitigation.  I object 21

vehemently and I think I would speak for everyone in 22

this room.  23

So that is my comment. 24

MR. HOLDER:25
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Thank you.1

(AUDIENCE APPLAUSE.)2

MR. CARLTON:3

Everybody here, can I see a show of hands  4

– my name is Dan Carlton (spelled phonetically).  5

In this group here, has anybody ever done 6

business with the Corps?  I would just like to see a 7

show of hands.  Well I have, many, many times.  They are 8

the worst people.9

(LAUGHTER.)10

Hitler’s Gestapo has less power than the 11

Corps of Engineers has.  Nobody is above these people, 12

nobody, but the army.  And when you are going to find 13

out who is in charge, it’s certainly not the ones that 14

you are talking to. 15

Many of my projects were turned down; they 16

are just terrible to do business with.  I had a $5,000  17

report saying it wasn’t wetland and they threw it in the 18

garbage can and told me, we can do what we are doing.  19

That is my experience with the Corps.  20

So I want to tell you all, if they want 21

your land, they are going to take it.  And we can do all 22

we want, but they are worse than the Gestapo, big time.23

MR. RICHARD:24

My name is Dee Richard, State 25
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Representative, and I’m glad to have everybody out here.1

I just want to follow what Mr. Fields said, 2

except for the next time you send.  The next time --3

we’ve got to fight this time.  I like what you’re saying 4

but I’m not satisfied.   We can’t get a permit to put in 5

a cell tower in Kramer because you guys won’t give us a 6

permit for six years in these wetlands.  And you’re 7

taking land away, I just don’t buy it.  So I’m not here 8

to get the Council to help with that.9

MR. HOLDER:10

Is the permit still outstanding, or has it 11

been signed?12

MR. RICHARD:13

The permit was signed after six years of 14

fighting for it to be signed.15

MR. HOLDER:16

And there certainly was some backlog after 17

Katrina with permits, so I didn’t know if yours got in 18

or not.19

MS. BIER:20

I am just going to speak from here if that 21

is all right.22

MR. HOLDER:23

Can you just identify yourself, ma’am, so 24

we can get that on the record.25
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MS. BIER:1

My name is Cathy Bier.2

MR. HOLDER:3

Thank you.4

MS. BIER:5

I do own some property along the lake.  I 6

looked up some of the information in the reports that 7

you have on the Internet.  I just looked over it 8

yesterday and today, but you all have three other sites 9

that you can do the project, Bayou Segnette; and Dufrene 10

Ponds I think in Plaquemines, something else.  None of 11

those areas have residents in the areas that are going 12

to be affected.  The only people that are going to be 13

affected would be the Lake Boeuf project.  There has to 14

be property somewhere else where you can do what you 15

have planned for this Lake Boeuf area that will not have 16

any residents in the project area.17

And I also have an opinion, some of the 18

people talked about flooding and that if the project 19

goes through to the phase to where you are going to take 20

the land, then something like 519,000 cubic yards of 21

soil would have to be excavated from there.  Now what is 22

going to happen to the people’s property when water 23

comes back from Lake Boeuf if you have a storm surge of 24

some sort or a storm is pushing water in, it’s going to 25
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keep coming.  So we think we have flooding problems now.1

I don’t live on the land that I own now, I 2

live in Thibodaux, but my heart goes out to the people 3

that do live on the land.  I have had that, it was no 4

picnic.5

MR. ROBICHAUX:6

Our land is –7

MR. HOLDER:8

If you could identify yourself, sir, first 9

of all.  Thank you.10

MR. ROBICHAUX:11

Dickie Robichaux.   12

We have property in the area.  The land in13

Louisiana, Sorrento, south, La Place, has been sinking 14

for about three or four years, I’m not sure, but it’s 15

continuing to happen and it didn’t when we were kids.     16

You all are going to take prime dirt, Cy,17

am I correct in the location as to what’s defined as 18

perfect? 19

You all are going to take perfect dirt so 20

you can build a perfect levee and that’s because you 21

don’t want erosion.  This area’s got good sand and clay 22

and so when you build that level you won’t have erosion.  23

You are going to take it from our land that is 24

constantly sinking and our land is even going to go 25
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quicker because you just took our good dirt.  1

You are going to have to explain to me why 2

you are taking it from us.  I’m not going to do it, we 3

will not do it.4

MR. HOLDER:5

All right, if you will stick around I will 6

answer any questions that you have.7

Folks, I’m not going to do it here.  Please 8

stick around and we will answer any questions that you 9

have.10

MR. GISCLAIR:11

Representative Truck Gisclair.  12

Are there going to be any more hearings, or 13

is this the last one?14

MR. HOLDER:15

So the important part to remember, thank 16

you very much for that.17

The important part to remember is that the 18

project does not affect anything but mitigation credits 19

and mitigation banks.  Before we would move to anything 20

else, we would have to deal with other engagements, make 21

sure that there is another engagement situation with you 22

guys.23

So there would be a whole, another process 24

where we took public comments.  25
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MR. GISCLAIR:1

Okay.2

MR. HOLDER:3

The basic timeframe, when I put the chart 4

up before and that is why I put the chart up, it’s not 5

even on the chart yet.  It’s obviously not this year, 6

it’s not even on the chart.7

MR. GISCLAIR:8

You want to come back?9

MR. HOLDER:10

We will come back.11

MR. GISCLAIR:12

You want to come back, I will come back 13

too.14

MR. HOLDER:15

We will come back; I understand that it’s 16

important.  17

Yes, sir.18

MR. CABALLERO:19

My name is George Caballero and I have 20

property along the 308.  21

Over the past several years I have observed 22

water levels in Lake Boeuf rising to flood stage and 23

staying there.  The water doesn’t go down.  We had an 24

inch of rain a couple of weeks ago, the water in Lake 25
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Boeuf rose about six inches.  So we’re obviously in a1

watershed for a very large area and it seems to be 2

increasing over the last, I’d say three to four years.  3

I worked at Nicholls at Bayou Lafourche and 4

you know what, they have been under water for six months 5

out of the year.  Lafourche Parish does not have a lot 6

of land; we are on an alluvial bank that we built over a 7

period of hundreds of years.  To go and excavate that 8

and take it out, we will lose farm land permanently.  9

There will be no restoration.  10

So Lafourche Parish doesn’t have a lot of 11

land and dirt and soil to give away.  We should be 12

working to improve the drainage, the outflow from Lake 13

Boeuf because it’s a trap.  14

MR. HOLDER:15

I believe that is what President Randolph 16

said as well.  The public comments will be submitted as 17

well.18

MR. CABALLERO:19

So that is all I have to say.  If you take 20

away what little land that we have will increase 21

mosquito control, alligators.  I have alligators on my 22

property, I see them and there are about a half a dozen 23

or a dozen.  So the Corps needs to work on some other, 24

not take away the soil.25
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MR. HOLDER:1

Thank you.  Back here.  2

MR. PELTIER:3

My name is Stephen Peltier and I am the 4

manager of Peltier Farms, which is a large part of the 5

property that you’re looking at, especially if you go 6

to, I think it’s the yellow phase.7

It’s all of the farmland on that tract of 8

land.  That property has been in my family for four 9

generations.  We are vehemently opposed to this project. 10

I read through your proposal on the 11

Internet and one of the things that struck me is that 12

there is a priority that the mitigation project should 13

be as close to the area damaged as possible.  That area 14

of damage is 40 or 50 miles away from here.  You can’t 15

tell me that there is nothing in between that could be 16

used.  Those areas are all having tremendous erosion 17

problems because of the levee system surrounding New 18

Orleans.  And this is all about protecting New Orleans. 19

(AUDIENCE:  That’s right, who dat.)20

MR. PELTIER:21

It seems like to me that that’s the area 22

that should be mitigated.  You’ve got those marshlands, 23

those hardwood areas, those swamps should be rebuilt in 24

that area, in Orleans, Jefferson and Plaquemines, not in 25
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Lafourche Parish.1

MR. HOLDER:2

Thank you, sir.  3

(AUDIENCE APPLAUSE.)4

MR. FORET:5

My name is Ralph Foret, 3001 Highway 308 in 6

Raceland.  7

And Mr. George was right, there is water in 8

the back the railroad tracks and you see dry land.  My 9

grandfather farmed it, my father farmed it for a few 10

years and then it started getting wet.  Why can’t you 11

people decide to go to the canal that runs from 12

Thibodaux all the way down to Raceland from Highway 90 13

and drain that, fix that, dig that out so that the water 14

can move away from here? No, you want to back it up.  15

Thibodaux’s is building houses, day after day after day. 16

More concrete, all of that water is filtered in the back 17

of our property and we’re flooding.   And now you are 18

going to come over there and dig some more land.  19

The next thing I know my back yard is going 20

to have two feet of water, that is what you’re looking 21

to do, sir?22

MR. HOLDER:23

Sir, I don’t think that is what we’re 24

looking to do, but thank you for your comments.25
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MR. WAGUESPACK:1

Yes, my name is Matthew Waguespack, I live 2

in the middle of the blue area and I have a question 3

directed to the Corps.  4

Will you all continue to pursue this?  I 5

would like a simple yes or no answer to my question, 6

please.7

MR. HOLDER:8

It’s not as simple as a yes or no because 9

it has to go to the Commander so after we get all of the 10

comments in, then the recommendation will go to the 11

Commander.  And that is why he is not here tonight 12

because he is the honest broker and will make the 13

decision on that.14

The folks that work on the project have a 15

vested interest, your comments are important to us, so16

he has to weigh through all of this equally so that is 17

why he is not here tonight.  That is why he is not here 18

because he has to look at all of the comments and then 19

make a decision based on the information.20

So that is the best that I can answer that 21

question.22

MR. TOMMY:23

My name is Tommy (inaudible) I actually 24

live on 308 and I actually inherited property from my 25
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grandfather who actually bought this property over 90 1

years ago.  2

Up until about last week I didn’t know 3

anything about what was going on.  I never was notified.  4

I got a little insight about what was going on and went 5

on the website and read it.  I haven’t heard anything 6

yet that is in it for me, that is for my benefit.  And I 7

just want to say that if you are going to come back to 8

us on the next step, I think you better get the people 9

that is involve, more oriented with what is going on, 10

than to blindside us with it.  Everyone in this room has 11

been blindsided and they are against it, no matter what 12

you tell us.  So your next step is to make sure that we 13

are informed.14

I didn’t say that I was for it, but I’m not 15

going to vote against it or for it if I don’t have 16

enough information on it.17

MR. HOLDER:18

I think that is a valued point that came 19

out of  this meeting and I will make sure that that gets 20

back, we can do a better job.21

(AUDIENCE APPLAUSE.)22

Thank you, sir. 23

MR. TEMPLETT:24

My name is Troy Templett and I’m from 25
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Terrebonne Parish and I’m going to try to make just a 1

comment.2

Who is going to make the decision to 3

expropriate this land?4

MR. HOLDER:5

So the process that we will have in place, 6

we’re not sure at this point whether it will be the 7

state or whether will be us.  Let me clarify that, if we 8

ever got to that place.  At this point it’s not, we’re 9

in mitigation credits but there will be a recommendation 10

if we were to go forward.  But it would have to be us or 11

the state and I’m not sure, I’ll have to ask our legal 12

department before I come out with that answer so I don’t13

think I have an answer for you at this point.14

Okay, folks, this is more questions than 15

comments.  16

FEMALE SPEAKER:17

This is more of a question than a comment.18

MR. HOLDER:19

So why don’t you just stick around and you 20

can ask that question?21

FEMALE SPEAKER:22

I just want to ask one question.23

MR. HOLDER:24

Okay.25
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FEMALE SPEAKER:1

Who is going to make the recommendation to 2

the individual who is going to make the final decision?3

MR. HOLDER:4

There will be a report that is written and 5

the report that is written will go up with the comments 6

that are made here and whatever other comments are 7

submitted.  We have comment cards and we have some 8

internet comments.  So I would recommend that if you 9

want to fill out one of those comment cards out and give 10

it to us or the email address is up there, 11

mvenvironmental@usace.army.mil.  All of those are good 12

avenues for hearing your comments. After we review all 13

of your comments, then we will make the decision.14

MR. RICHARD:15

My name is Russ Richard and I work for the 16

federal government and I know that our base problem of 17

putting it anywhere is drainage.  18

What is going to happen, once you all do 19

mitigation, you cannot do any more digging, so what 20

happens to all of our drainage water?  We have a seven 21

foot drop to LA 308 all of the way through the area, 22

what happens to our water.23

MR. HOLDER:24

Thank you for all of your comments.25
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Any additional comments?1

All right, folks, we are going to sit down 2

and answer questions, thank you for coming.3

If we move forward, there will be more of 4

these public hearings and sessions.5

Thank you for coming.6

FEMALE SPEAKER:7

I don’t want to give my name, I just want 8

to know why questions wasn’t answered.  We weren’t 9

informed of this meeting; we should be able to have all 10

our questions answered.  We all want the answers.11

MS. LUFT:12

Myrna Luft, I just want to make sure that 13

you heard my comments about my fears of losing my home 14

and living in a peninsula.15

Okay, the gentleman wasn’t sure that it was 16

on there, thank you.17

(END OF PUBLIC HEARING.)18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1

2

REPORTER’S PAGE3

4

I, Diane Mathews, Official Court Reporter, do hereby 5

state on the record that due to the interaction and the 6

spontaneous discourse of these proceedings, dashes (--)7

have been used to indicate pauses, changes in thought, 8

interruptions, and/or simultaneous speech; that this is 9

the proper method for a court reporter’s transcription 10

of the proceedings; and that the dashes (--) do not 11

indicate that words or phrases have been left out of the 12

transcript  Any words and/or names which could not be 13

verified through reference material have been denoted 14

with the phrase “(phonetic)” or “(inaudible)”15

16
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employed as an official court reporter for the State of 8

Louisiana and the officer by whom this transcript was 9

transcribed.10
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by me under my direction and supervision and is a true 12

and correct transcript to the best of my ability and13
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CEMVN Responses 
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General Comments 
 
NPS Comment – Specifically, this PIER defines impacts to Park resources in a different way 
than were agreed to in the past.  Because of this change, mitigation for these impacts to former 
exchanged lands would be shifted from inside the park to outside the park.  This is described in 
Section 2.5, page 2-9 and Appendix E of the PIER.  The NPS does not agree or support these 
potential changes in the TSMPA. 
 
CEMVN Response – Acknowledged.  CEMVN has not changed its position on Park impacts. 
 
Specific Comments 
 
NPS Comment – However, there is information in this document that discusses mitigation for 
past impacts from HSDRRS work in Jean Lafitte National It is our understanding that the 
mitigation for these impacts within the Park and the Environmental Protection Agency 404c 
(404c) management area will be addressed subsequently in a separate Park/404c Tiered 
Individual Environmental Report (TIER).  Rather than provide additional comments on the 
Park/404c sections and the respective appendices within the PIER at this time, the NPS 
proposes to address these issues in the Park/404c TIER.  The NPS looks forward to working 
with the USACE and EPA in the development of this TIER in order to find the best solution to 
these complicated circumstances. 
 
CEMVN Response – CEMVN appreciates the preliminary feedback and will continue to 
coordinate closely with NPS as these projects undergo advanced design and further NEPA 
compliance. 
 

 



From: Williams, Eric MVN
To: Hill, Rebecca MVN; davidp@chitimacha.gov
Cc: "kswalden@chitimacha.gov"
Subject: RE: PIER 37 draft comments (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Monday, May 05, 2014 5:15:27 PM

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Dr. Palmer,
We usually do remote sensing surveys in off-shore borrow locations if previous surveys have not been
completed.  In some cases the off-shore borrow areas have been previously surveyed and there is
existing data.  Once plans are finalized and the borrow areas are determined I will look at existing data
and determine the need for any additional surveys.  During that time I work with our contractor to
determine the likelihood of submerged sites and develop the best strategy to proceed with surveys.  I
am available at your convenience to discuss the identification of borrow areas, existing data, and plans
for any additional surveys.

Thank you for your email and I look forward to additional conversations with you regarding cultural
resources investigations for the proposed PIER 37 projects.

Eric M. Williams
Archaeologist
RPEDS, South/CEMVN-PDN-NCR
504/862-2862
Fax: 504/862-2088
eric.m.williams@usace.army.mil

-----Original Message-----
From: Hill, Rebecca MVN
Sent: Monday, May 05, 2014 2:45 PM
To: davidp@chitimacha.gov
Cc: 'kswalden@chitimacha.gov'; Williams, Eric MVN
Subject: FW: PIER 37 draft comments

Dear Dr. Palmer,

Thank you for your email and request for continued consultation.  I am copying Mr. Eric Williams,
archaeologist for the LPV and WBV HSDRRS Mitigation projects, as I am unaware of the details of the
proposed cultural resource investigations for PIER 37. 

It is my understanding that CEMVN will be evaluating the potential impacts/adverse effects of each of
the proposed mitigation projects as they are identified and that the potential impacts/adverse effects of
each proposed mitigation project will be addressed in a Tiered IER (TIER), just as with the proposed
mitigation projects for PIER 36 (LPV HSDRRS).  Section 106 consultation will continue pursuant to the
stipulations of the Programmatic Agreement executed on June 18, 2013. 

The CEMVN will notify the Chitimacha Tribe of Louisiana of its intent to prepare tiered Individual
Environmental Reports (TIERs) evaluating the proposed mitigation projects, and upon completion of the
cultural resource investigation for each project, CEMVN will provide documentation of the Section 106
finding, including a copy of the cultural resource report, for the tribe's review and comment.

I hope this information is helpful, and Mr. Williams can fill in the gaps.  Please do not hesitate to
contact either me or Mr. Williams directly, and please copy me on any correspondence with Mr.
Williams.  

mailto:/O=USACE EXCHANGE/OU=MVD ADMIN GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=B2PDREMW
mailto:Rebecca.Hill@usace.army.mil
mailto:davidp@chitimacha.gov
mailto:kswalden@chitimacha.gov


Respectfully,
Rebecca

Rebecca E. Hill
Archeologist/Tribal Liaison
US Army Corps of Engineers, New Orleans District

-----Original Message-----
From: Dr. David Palmer [mailto:davidp@chitimacha.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 02, 2014 12:53 PM
To: MVN Environmental
Cc: Kim Walden; Hill, Rebecca MVN
Subject: [EXTERNAL] PIER 37 draft comments

Dear Ms. Behrens:

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on the draft of PIER 37. The draft, together with
the PA of June 18, 2013, provides for thorough consideration of, and consultation regarding, cultural
resources. We also appreciate the consideration given in the draft of PIER 37 for any nesting bald
eagles that might be present in the project areas.

Although given the terms of the PA not likely to become an issue, the language about the remote
sensing for potential submerged cultural resources in the borrow area seemed ambiguous to me as to
whether this surveying was planned or not. Is it planned? Is there any data and modelling available to
predict the likelihood of submerged sites within the borrow area?

I appreciate your attention to these comments and questions.

Sincerely,

David

David T. Palmer, PhD, RPA 12440
Deputy Tribal Historic Preservation Officer
Chitimacha Tribe of Louisiana
P.O. Box 661
Charenton, LA 70523
337-482-5198

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

mailto:davidp@chitimacha.gov


From: Williams, Eric MVN
To: Behrens, Elizabeth MVN
Subject: FW: RE: PIER#37, West Bank and Vicinity Hurricane Storm Damage Risk Reduction System Mitigation,

Jefferson, Lafourche, Plaquemines, and St. Charles Parishes, LA (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Wednesday, July 23, 2014 8:05:13 AM

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

-----Original Message-----
From: Hill, Rebecca MVN
Sent: Monday, May 05, 2014 1:18 PM
To: Lindsey Bilyeu
Cc: Williams, Eric MVN
Subject: RE: RE: PIER#37, West Bank and Vicinity Hurricane Storm Damage Risk Reduction System
Mitigation, Jefferson, Lafourche, Plaquemines, and St. Charles Parishes, LA

Dear Ms. Bilyeu,

Thank you for your email and your request for continued consultation.  I am copying Eric Williams, the
project archaeologist for the LPV and WBV HSDRRS Mitigation projects. 

The CEMVN will continue consultation with the Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma pursuant to the stipulations
of the Programmatic Agreement executed on June 18, 2013.

The CEMVN will notify the Choctaw Nation of its intent to prepare tiered Individual Environmental
Reports (TIERs) evaluating the proposed mitigation projects, and upon completion of the cultural
resource investigation for each project, CEMVN will provide documentation of the Section 106 finding,
including a copy of the cultural resource report, for the tribe's review and comment.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if I may be of any further assistance with this matter.

Respectfully,
Rebecca

Rebecca E. Hill
Archeologist/Tribal Liaison
US Army Corps of Engineers, New Orleans District

-----Original Message-----
From: Lindsey Bilyeu [mailto:lbilyeu@choctawnation.com]
Sent: Friday, May 02, 2014 3:59 PM
To: Hill, Rebecca MVN
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: PIER#37, West Bank and Vicinity Hurricane Storm Damage Risk Reduction
System Mitigation, Jefferson, Lafourche, Plaquemines, and St. Charles Parishes, LA

Dear Rebecca,

The Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma thanks the US Army Corps of Engineers, New Orleans District, for the
correspondence regarding the above referenced project.  There is the possibility of encountering
Choctaw sites in the project area.  We recently have become aware of Choctaw village sites in
Louisiana, once of which is approximately 4 to 5 miles away from the project area in Jefferson Parish . 

mailto:/O=USACE EXCHANGE/OU=MVD ADMIN GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=B2PDREMW
mailto:Elizabeth.H.Behrens@usace.army.mil
mailto:lbilyeu@choctawnation.com


While this wouldn’t be in the direct APE, it is still important to note its presence and the possibility of
encountering artifacts related to the Tribe.  Due to the number of sites present in the project area, and
the high possibility of encountering unrecorded sites, Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma strongly recommends
that the project area and borrow sources be surveyed prior to project activities.  We ask that these
surveys be sent to our office once available.  If you have any questions, please contact our office at
580-924-8280 ext. 2631.

Thank You,

Lindsey Bilyeu

NHPA Senior Section 106 Reviewer

Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma

Historic Preservation Department

P.O. Box 1210

Durant, OK 74702

580-924-8280 Ext. 2631

________________________________

This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may
contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure. If you have received this
message in error, you are hereby notified that we do not consent to any reading, dissemination,
distribution or copying of this message. If you have received this communication in error, please notify
the sender immediately and destroy the transmitted information. Please note that any view or opinions
presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the
Choctaw Nation.

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE
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Comments and Responses 
 
CPRA Comment – The district engineer shall require, to the extent appropriate and practicable, 
additional compensatory mitigation to offset temporal losses of aquatic functions that will result 
from the permitted activity. 
 
CEMVN Response – Concur. 
 
CPRA Comment – Delays in the implementation of compensatory mitigation substantially 
increases the State's share of the cost.  
 
CEMVN Response – CEMVN disagrees.  The impacts from the HSDRRS work were assessed 
a 57 year period of analysis assuming it would take 7 years from the time the impacts occurred 
to implement the mitigation.  Mitigation projects were anticipated at that time to be on the 
ground in 2013.  Current schedule has these projects on the ground in 2016.  Increasing the 
period of analysis from 57 years to 60 years to capture the additional 3 years of temporal loss 
would have little effect on the output of the model, minimally increasing the AAHUs required to 
be offset.  Additionally, applying the NFS's cost share to this increased mitigation requirement 
would result in an extremely small increase in cost to the NFS for implementing the mitigation 
projects. 
 
CPRA Comment – The methodology used in the determination of WBV wetland impacts is 
unclear to CPRA. We are aware that USFWS used the WVA method to determine wetland 
impacts…were the wetland impacts solely determined using aerial photography of was an on-
the-ground impact assessment used? 
 
CEMVN Response – All impacts presented in the IERs were assessed using data obtained from 
field investigations conducted within the footprints stated in the IERs.  The footprints in the IERs 
were based on 35% engineering design.  For the mitigation PIERs, the footprint of the HSDRRS 
work was refined based on the 95-100% plans that were back checked by aerial photography 
and verified by the project’s PM.  The field data obtained during completion of the IERs was 
sufficient for the re-running of WVAs based on the revised footprints.  Please note that impacts 
as stated in the IERs were significantly reduced upon review of the 95-100% plans.  Please also 
reference section 1.4.3.4 in the WBV HSDRRS Mitigation PIER 37. 
 
CPRA Comment – There are discrepancies in calculations in Tables 1-3 and 2-4. 
 
CEMVN Response – As stated in section 1.4.4 in PIER 37, impacts from WBV original 
construction (as found in EA 437 and 439) are also being mitigated along with the HSDRRS 
impacts.  Please see table 1-4 in that section that presents the additional 125 AAHUs being 
mitigated along with the impacts found in table 1-3. 
 
CPRA Comment – CPRA requests a full explanation of wetland impact calculations 
accompanied by maps showing impact to protected side and flood side habitat types by reach 
with a clear demarcation of fully federal vs. cost-shared compensatory wetland mitigation 
responsibilities by reach. 
 
CEMVN Response – Mitigation is being carried out for all of the cumulative unavoidable impacts 
for incurred during the construction of the ach the LPV and WBV projects as a whole.  We fund 
allocate the overall cost of mitigation by habitat type based upon the funding source cost-share 
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of the construction of the feature that caused the impacts, but do not otherwise associate the 
specific portions of mitigation projects with specific construction contracts.  No such association 
is needed for the fulfillment of mitigation responsibilities for the cumulative construction impacts 
of the projects.  We have attached a tabulation of the acres and associated AAHUs by habitat 
type and the funding source(s) used to construct each contract in the LPV/WBV projects. We 
have also attached enclosed a tabular accounting of the AAHUs by habitat type and the funding 
sources budgeted for each environmental mitigation project. 
 
CPRA Comment – USACE has not met the commitments made in letter to Governor Jindal 
dated March 19, 2010…the project included in the TSP are neither large-scale or within areas 
identified in the State Master Plan. 
 
CEMVN Response – The March 19, 2010 letter from Assistant Secretary of the Army (ASA), Jo 
Ellen Darcy, to Governor Jindal states: “Moreover, the Corps will develop HSDRRS mitigation 
plans in those high priority areas that also are identified within the state master plan, specifically 
the West Bank and Lake Pontchartrain areas”.  Since the recommended plan for the WBV 
HSDRRS mitigation is in the West Bank area as specified in the March 19, 2010 letter, the 
projects in the TSMPA are consistent with the ASA’s direction.  In addition, since all of the WBV 
HSDRRS mitigation projects were required to meet 100% of the mitigation requirement, we 
have produced large scale projects that will provide greater ecological benefit within the basin. 
 
CPRA Comment – The USACE evaluated two project alternatives put forward by the State that 
coincide with the 2012 coastal Master Plan.  They were screened out based on high costs …the 
basis for this analysis of costs is not clear, as CPRA has not been allowed to review the cost 
estimates developed by USACE. 
 
CEMVN Response – The two marsh project alternatives (Naomi Alternative 1 and Naomi 
Alternative 2) were screened out for a variety of reasons - including increased costs.  In 
comparison to the Fresh Marsh TSP at Jean Lafitte, both alternatives:  
 

• required more acreage since the Naomi Alternatives had a lower mitigation potential 
than the TSP Project. 

• required more borrow material since water depths at the Naomi sites were deeper than 
those found at TSP site.. 

• were intermediate marsh projects which required planting of native vegetation to ensure 
success of the project (same for all HSDRRS Mitigation intermediate marsh projects). 

• would have greater real estate costs (and potentially require condemnation) since most 
of the land at the proposed Naomi sites were privately owned. 

 
Due to the above reasons, Naomi Alternative 1 was twice as expensive as the Fresh Marsh 
TSP. In addition to the above, Naomi Alternative 2 required construction of a foreshore rock dike 
which caused this alternative to be five times as expensive as the Fresh Marsh TSP. The State 
of Louisiana declined to pay for the additional costs associated with this Locally Preferred Plan. 
 
CPRA Comment – The State also put forward an alternative project identified in the 2012 
Coastal Master Plan that would create brackish marsh as mitigation.  USACE indicated that this 
alternative would require demonstration that in-kind mitigation of swamp habitat is not possible 
or that WRDA 2007 Section 2036(a) must be changed by Congress.  It is not clear where in 
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WRDA 2007 it is stated that swamp impacts must be mitigated in-kind.  The projects identified in 
the TSP utilize less established restoration techniques and such have a higher risk of failure. 
 
CEMVN Response – From the 31 August 2009 Implementation Guidance 2036(a) for the Water 
Resources Development Act of 2007-Mitigation for Fish and Wildlife and Wetland losses: 
"Section 2036(a) of the Water Resources Development Act of 2007 amends Section 906(d) of 
the WRDA of 1986 (U.S.C. 2283 (d)) to: b. ensure other habitat types are mitigated to not less 
than in-kind conditions to the extent possible".  CEMVN disagrees as the conversion of 
agricultural fields is a common practice in the mitigation banking industry as well as the creation 
of marsh from open water. 
 
CPRA Comment – Given the high rates of subsidence and land loss we are facing along our 
coast, CPRA does not agree with reducing the elevation of land for the purposes of restoration 
or mitigation. 
 
CEMVN Response – Comment noted. 
 
CPRA Comment – ...guidelines call for maintaining exotic species below 5% of total cover; this 
requirement will be difficult to attain.  These concerns also apply to O&M, it is unclear what 
CPRA's O&M responsibilities will entail for the various habitat types and how the mitigation 
success criteria will affect these responsibilities.  The required duration of O&M is also unclear. 
 
CEMVN Response – WRDA 2007 requires that Corps-constructed mitigation projects comply 
with the standards and policies of the Corps regulatory program.  The <5% invasive species 
requirement is consistent with the regulatory standards used for mitigation banks.  Specific 
monitoring plans for the mitigation projects in the TSMPA will be developed during completion of 
the TIERs. 
 
CPRA Comment – CPRA does not concur with the majority of USACE's proposed non-
park/non-404© compensatory mitigation plan for WBV wetland impacts.  We do concur with the 
purchase of credits from a wetland mitigation bank to fulfill compensatory wetland mitigation 
requirements to protected side BLH-Wet/Dry habitats. 
 
CEMVN Response – Comment noted. 
 
CPRA Comment – We request a presentation on the HSDRRS WBV compensatory wetland 
mitigation at the May21, 2014 meeting of the CPRA Board. 
 
CEMVN Response – Do to scheduling conflicts CEMVN personnel were unable to attend this 
meeting.  CEMVN is currently working with CPRA to schedule a future briefing. 
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General Comments 
 
USFWS Comment – While we are generally in support of the Tentatively Selected Mitigation 
Plan alternative, we are concerned that during mitigation plan formulation meetings the Corps 
presented a mitigation concept that would rely on bank/credits from mitigation banks that are 
currently not approved (or even potentially developed) by the Interagency Review Team.  
Because this concept does not rely on banks that are not approved and functioning and could 
result in further delays in mitigation implementation the Service cannot support any alternative 
that would rely on this concept. 
 
CEMVN Response – Acknowledged.  Only approved mitigation banks would be eligible to sell 
credits. 
 
USFWS Comment – Additional NEPA analysis will investigate design alternatives of the 
alternative features.  It is important that the Service and other natural resource agencies (i.e., 
the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and 
Fisheries, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the Louisiana Department of Natural 
Resources) are involved in the analysis of these alternative designs and construction 
processes.  Accordingly, in order to provide feedback regarding potential impacts to natural 
resources and to provide measures of avoiding and minimizing those impacts, the Service and 
the other natural resource agencies should be provided opportunities to review and comment on 
engineering and design reports and plans and specification documents.  At that time more 
detailed Wetland Value Assessments should be conducted by the Service on the proposed 
mitigation projects, and resizing efforts can be finalized. 
 
CEMVN Response – Additional NEPA analysis concerning the programmatic elements of the 
TSMPA will be provided in future TIER(s).   During the course of preparing the TIER(s) and 
through the associated PED process, proposed mitigation design features within a particular 
Corps-constructed mitigation project will likely be adjusted/modified.  We will coordinate such 
adjustments and/or modifications with the Interagency Team (natural resource agencies), the 
PDT, and the Non-Federal Sponsor.  Such coordination will include preparing more detailed 
and/or updated WVAs for the proposed mitigation features; however, these WVAs will be 
generated during the preparation of the TIER(s) rather than during preparation of the final 
project plans and specifications (P&S), since final P&S cannot be completed until after the 
TIER(s) is approved.  The Interagency Team members and the Non-Federal Sponsor will be 
provided the opportunity to review and comment on the final P&S and associated engineering 
design reports. 
 
Specific Comments 
 
USFWS Comment – Section 2.5, Changes to Final Array Following AEP and Revised Project 
Descriptions, page 2-9 and Appendix E – Because of the uncertainty regarding total impacts to 
the Jean Lafitte National and Historical Park and Preserve (Park) as a result of language in the 
Omnibus Public Land Management Act of 2009, the Service recommends that the Corps delay 
any final design work and continue to coordinate with the Park staff prior to finalizing mitigation 
features that may be affected by the final determination of on park impacts. 
 
CEMVN Response – Acknowledged. 
 
USFWS Comment – Appendix D: Mitigation of Impacts to Open Water Habitats, Section 3, page 
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D-4 – The Service classifies submerged aquatic vegetation habitat as a Resource Category 2 
habitat and, therefore, it should have “in-kind” mitigation.  However, we acknowledge the fact 
that “in-kind” mitigation may be very difficult and somewhat unpredictable compared to marsh 
mitigation.  Therefore, we would accept “out-of-kind” mitigation, that being marsh creation or 
similar aquatic habitat restoration.  Section 3 should be revised to include a Resource Category 
2 description. 
 
CEMVN Response – The second paragraph on page 10 of Chapter 1 states that all open water 
impacts would be mitigated as marsh per the open water guidelines found in appendix D.  The 
open water guidelines have been modified to include the Resource Category 2 description. 
 
USFWS Comment – Appendix K: LPV&WBV HSDRRS Mitigation: Wetland Value Assessment 
(WVA) Model Assumptions and Related Guidance – The Service has worked with the Corps 
and other natural resource agencies to develop these assumptions and accepts them for use 
with the LPV and WBV mitigation.  These assumptions may be used as a template for future 
civil works projects; however, for future projects coordination with the natural resource agencies 
will be necessary to develop area and project specific assumptions. 
 
CEMVN Response – Concur. 
 
USFWS Comment – Appendix L: General Mitigation Guidelines (also present in Appendix H, 
sub-appendix 3) – Information in this appendix was developed for both the LPV and WBV 
basins; the Service has previously presented comments on this appendix during our review of 
PIER 36 (located in Appendix J).  The Service incorporates those comments by reference and 
recommends that they be addressed within this PIER. 
 
CEMVN Response – CEMVN's 3 December 2013 responses to comments made by USFWS in 
their 25 September 2013 letter are still valid.  For those comments where CEMVN responded 
that "Site-specific plans will be developed for the Programmatic features of the TSMPA (Corps-
constructed mitigation projects) as part of the applicable TIER(s), in coordination with the 
Interagency Team, the PDT, and the Non-Federal Sponsor" CEMVN would revisit these 
comments for potential incorporation into the site specific plans. 
 
CEMVN appreciates the USFWS’s comments and looks forward to coordinating with the agency 
on upcoming TIERs.  If there are any questions concerning our responses please contact 
Elizabeth Behrens at (504)-862-2025. 
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